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NOTE The word AYO " is
ow. Registered Trade Mark.

.

The Universal AvoMinor and D.C.
AvoMinor provide the serious amateur with testing facilities comparable
in accuracy with those of the famous
" AvoMeter " on which service engineers and manufacturers rely for
precision testing.
Trouble-tracking with the AvoMinor
is reduced to its simplest terms,
enabling amateur and expert alike
to locate faults with ease and rapidity.

suelas
NAOS

22 Ranges of DJrect Readings
D.C. Volts
A.C. Volts D.C. Milliamps
0- 5 volts O- 2.5 DilIliallips

.Sole

0- 7iììiItivolts
0- 5 volts
,,
0- 25

possible.

0-loo

,,

25
O-100
O254)

O-250

,,

0-500

O-

,.
,,
,.

13

Current
BhiIlianip

5

o-

0- 25

O-

O-

,,

Mete,s in ONE
Voltage
Resistance
volts

;0

O-100
O-500

RESISTANCE

Peopejetors and Manufacturers:

o-

Douglas Street, London,

Winder House,

Phone

:

20,000 ohms

0-10(1,000
O-500,000

S.W.I.

OO-

,,
,,

0- 12
0-120
0-240
0-300
0-600

In case, complete with
Instruction
booklet, leads, interclutngeable crocodile
clips and testhig prods.

2 megohms
O

O-10

s Write

for ftilly de.scriptire
paìsp/ileis used current prices.

Complete with Instruction bok1et, leads, interrhangeable crocodile clips anti testhig prods.

Victoria 3404-7

ohms
10.000
O0- 00,000
0-1,200,000
niegoluos
0-3

t

O-

30
0-120

0-500

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.,

Av0MIN0R

THE D.C.

ELECTRICAL MEaSURING INSTIrUMENT

ELyCTRICAL MEASUBING INSTRUMENT

Delay ¡n delivery of Trade Orders
is inevitable, but we shall continue
to do our best to fuiffi your
requirements a. promptly as
i

UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

THE

PREMIER RADIO
..
Please Note.-AIl Short-wave Kits
include Purchase Tax

Bakelite Dielectric Variable Condensers. .00(ci mid.
$iiitslilc Tuniiì or Reaction. 1/9 cach 0001 and
.00()5 ad. each.
Short-Wave HF. Chokes. 10-100 in., bid. each.
P
Wound Type. 15-200 metres, 2/-.
Linien Dual Range Screened Coils. Medium and
Long Waves, 2'O each.
Small 0005 2 Gang, with trimmers, 3/6.
fully screened, 5/-.
3
,.
,.
2,000 ohm. 25 Watt Res. with 5 tappinj clips, 1/6.

PREMIER 1941 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
Each amplifier is individually tested and supplied
with specially matched valves. All diagrams amI
instructions.
Completely Wired
and Tested
4-watt AC. Amplifier
£8 11 6
8-10-watt AC/D.C. Amplifier
£7 9 0
l5-watt AC. AmJi0er
£9 8 0
Black Crankle Steel Cabinet 17/6 extra.

,

NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C. RECEIVER
In response to many requests we hase now
produced an AC. version at the popular Premier
Short Wave SG3 Kit. Circuit : Pentode HF.
Stage Pentode
Detector,
Pentode
Output,
and F.W. Rectifier. 200-250 y. AC. Operation.

Built-in Power Pack.
Hum-free operation.
For use with 'Phones or P.M. Speaker.
Complete Kit of Parts with drilled cliassin, all
components, Plug-in Coils covering 13-170 metres,
4 valves and full instructions
and circuitn
Battery Version also available, Kit £41 5 4
The 1V/releas lVocld " ,taid 5/1cl, were
.' very much impressed
,,
See full Test Report. pp. 192.3, Deceather isaac.
,eui( for 'let« ils.

SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS
Trolitul insulation. Crtifled superior to ceramic.
All-brass construction. Easily ganged.
10(1 m.mfd ....... 3/15 m.mfd
2/4
100 m.mfd ....... 3/7
25 m.mfd
2/6
210 m.mftl ....... 4/2/6
40 m.mfd

.......
.......
........

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Wire-endu. All L.T. Windings Centre Tapped.
sp. 250
250-0-250 V. 60 nIa. 4 y. j.2 a.. 4 y.
2-3 a., 4 y. 3_3 a
134

..........

*

SP.300

sp.301

.....

KITS FOR BATTERY
OPERATION
Complete Kit of Parts, with Ready Drilled Chassis
4

Coils Tuning froni 13 to 170 metres, Valvea and

Diagrams.
i Vah'e Receiver, 24/6.
I Valve AC. Convertor, 28/-.
:t Valve Receiver, 35/6.

PREMIER MICROPHONES

40 MA

t, 4(1/500

t

60/180
60 MA
60/400 60 MA
C 60/500
60 MA
C, 100/400
100 NA
C 130/185 -150 MA
C 200/145 200 MA
C 250/121) 200 MA
C

Henrys
20-31 H
H

It

5-31 H
I 4-3(1 II,
20-31 11

2()-l4 H
H

'.:4

Res.
500 ohms
150 ohms
400 olsuis
500 ohms
400 ohms
185 ohms
145 ohms

I-I

Prices

6/6/-

S1'.352

108

15/4

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

ALL POST ORDERS TO

CALLERS to

:

:

5

V.

4

2 a.
V.

(not CT.).

2-3

a.,

4

y.

174

14
io-

1g -

174

4v.la.,4v.la.

................

350-350v.11Om.a.,5v.2a.,ß.lv.2a.,

6.3 V. 2 a
18!Auto Transformers. Step up or down. 100-125 y.
to 200, 230 or 150 y. AC., 60 watts, 11/4 ; 125 watts,
15/- ; 5O watts, 22/-.
LT. Transformers, all C.T.
4 y. 33 a.
... 11/4
6.3 V. 2-3 a
11 4
2-5 y. 5 a.
... 11)4
7.5 y. 3 a
I 1 4
5 V. 2-3 a.
...
12 y. 34 a
11/4
18

8/8
8/8

....
....

120 ohms

:

ma.

350-150 V. 150 ma. 4 V. 1-2 a.. 4v.
2-3 a.. 4 y. 3-4 a
Sp. BOlA 350-350-150 ma. 4 y. 3 a., 4 y. 2-3 a..

18/20/PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS FOR
A.C. MAINS

ti

.......

.............
borna..
..........
..........

100

Ss,. 3508 350-350 y.
2-3 a. 4 V. 2-3 a

PREMIER SMOOTHING CHOKES
Current

V.

6.3v.2-3a

SP.351

Transverse-Current Mike. High grade large output
tijilt.
Response 45-7,500 cycles. Low hiss level
Westinghouse Rectification complete and ready for use.
23/-.
charge
O volts at i slop.
26/Permanent magnet model ToVORS
Moving Coil Mike.
atI snip. 13 4 1:i voltsatlamp ... 28/requiring no energising. Response 90-5,200 cycles. 2 volte
at,
22
vll
ami.
sat2
am4
43/6
o
Output .2.'i volt average . Excellent reproduction
)f speech and music, 49-.
ALL ENQUIRIES MUST BE ACCOMPANIED
Microphone Transformers. Suitable for all mikea.
BY 21d. STAMP.
lapped primariea. A, 20 and 40 : I ; B, 30 and
ALL ORDERS LESS THAN 5/60:1; C 50 and 100:1, 6/6 each.
6d. POST EXTRA.

J

2-la.,4v.la.4v.la
,

Type

P1I1VIIER RI11IO CO.

........
..........

331-0-3551v. tO m.a..4 y. 2-3a.,4 y.
2-1 a., 4 V. 2-la
HO-300 y 150 ma. 4 y. 3.3 ,, 4v.

Ss,. 350A 350-350

.

DE LUXE S.W.

............
............

.

.

.

PuSh-Pull Driver Transiormers 3 : 1 Ratio
Unlvei'sal Output Transformers 11 Itatios.
Single or Push-Pull

S 6

............

66

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
.

Will snatch any output valves t.o any speaker
impedance. 11 ratios from 13 t to 80 1. 5-7
watte, 16/10. 10-15 watts, 21/10. 20-30 watts,
36110. 60 watts, 49/6.
:

JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, LONDON, E.5. I

(Amlie,st 4'23)
I
Jubile, Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4 (Central 2833). 'r 50, High Street, I
Clapham, S.W_4. (llfawashig, 2:381)

I
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MoNTH-AN IMPROVED "PRACTICAL WIRELESS"

THE success of a war depends no less
upon the ability of individual enterprises successfully to combat the inevitable
changes, restrictions. and difficulties which
a war imposes, than upon strategy in the
field.

All businesses are confronted with

the problem of carrying on with reduced
Juan-power, shortage of material and
Government restrictions. Many periodicals,
as a result of the paper shortage,
have become war casualties. Others are
somewhat battle-scarred, but are carrying
on.

This journal, which for over nine years
has been performing work of national importance in disseminating technical information and instructing the public in the
principles of radio transmission and reception, has been no exception. It has had
difficulties with which to contend, but we
feel that the need for continuation of our
work is even greater during the war, when
the need for those with technical knowledge
daily becomes more urgent. The Government, we know, is appreciative of the work
we have done and arc doing, for we have
worked in close co-operation with various
Government departments on Service
problems and particularly have we helped
them to fini men suitably qualified as
radio mechanics and operators, as well
as for the new science of Radiolocation.
Our staff were early called to the Services
to act as instructors, and many hundreds of
our readers are already in the Services,
where their technical knowledge is of the
greatest value to the State.
The paper shortage compelled us to
suspend weekly publication and to appear
once a month. We considered this a better
plan than to continue as a weekly publication and to restrict our sales to the proportion set by the paper ration allowed
to us.
It is our intention to continue the work
of aiding the wa effort. In order that we
may do this most effectively a further
change is rendered necessary. Next month
we shall appear in a different size, but with
more pages and a greater proportion of
ditorial matter. We shall, in fact, ap.
pear ut a size more in conformity with
This new size
a monthly magazine.
does not connote any change in editorial
policy. The same contributors will continue to provide the benefit of the contributions on their special subjects, and
all the regular features will continue to
appear. The price will be increased to 9d.
Our readers will understand that this is
a temporary war-time 'measure, and it is
the intention to revert to our old size and
weekly publication when conditions return
to normal after the war.

In, view of the great demand for this
journal, it is most important that you
should place an order for its regular delivery.
Newsagents are not supplied with odd copies
for casual sales, and you will be unable
to obtain your copy unless you have
Newsagents are not now
ordered it.
permitted to return unsold copies, and thus
they onlyorder sufficient copies to supply
their regular customers. Where readers
have complained that they have been
unable to obtain their copies investigation
has shown that they have not placed an
order foi it. Preferably the order should
be given in writing.

The B.L.D.L.C.
THE British Long-Distance Listeners'
Club sponsored by this journal is
only open to regular readers. We are

oations for membership should be addrel sed
to the Registrar, B.L.D.L.C., PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, Tower House, Southampton

Street, Strand, W.C.2.

" Mastering Morse"
have just published, at the price of
Is. (is. 2d. by post), a valuable
booklet entitled " Mastering Morse." This
deals with the morse code, the various
methods of mastering it, the International
Q Code, and the construction ofa short-wave
receiver. The book will be found especially
useful to those anxious to join the radio
branches of the various Services.
WE

Purchase Tax

THERE has been a variation in the
Purchase Tax regulations. The tax
membership
of
benefits
unable to extend
on wireless sets, radiograms, and parts
a
the
paper.
As
who
do
not
read
to those
thereof, is now calculated as one-third of
first essential to joining, therefore, it is the standard wholesale value represented
to
member
for
the
prospective
necessary
by the retail list selling price, exclusive
supply us with the name and address of tax, leso 33.5 per cent. Thus, the tax
he
has
placed
whom
with
of the newsagent
is now shown as 21.5 per cent. of the list
a regular order for PRACTICAL WrRILESS. price to the nearest penny, which is
received
we
have
this
because
mention
We
virtually one-third of the standard wholea few applications from those who have sale value.
seen the Certificate of Membership posted
The tax on batteries is 27k per cent. of
up in a friend's den, and imagined that the the standard wholesale value.
only qualification for membership is the
possession of a short-wave receiver or an
interest in short-wave reception. Appli. Concentration of Wire less Retailers
THE National Association of Radio
Retailers and the Wireless Retailers'
Association have delivered their reply to
the' Board of Trade questionnaire on the
Sditorial and Adverthement Oflices:
" Practjca
Wireless," George Newnes Ltd.,
concentration of retail shops. The points
Tower Hou,e, Southampton Street, trand,
they make are that the wireless retail trade
W.C.2. 'Phone Temple Bar 4363.
is a young one, and that war-time hardships
Telegraon : Newne, Rand, London.
have been experienced in greater intensity
Registered at the G.P.O. for tranamiosion by
Canadian Magazine Post.
than by any other trade. They point out
that the Government require the publie
T1e Editor u'Ul be pkaoed to coMa-ider artcleo of
a practical n'oure ouitable for publiration in
to listen to broadcast information, and
PRACTICAL WiRELESS. &wh arti,'leo shouk! be
in particular for instructions when an
writ/en on one oide of he paper only, and shonid
emergency arises. The public, in turn, iely
eolain the nome aod addreso of t1e sender. WhÜst
the Editor does niA bold himself respoaibie for
on the wireless retailer to service their lets
wdnnoeript8, every effort will be made ta retorn
80 that they can receive the necessary
liieet if a ¡damped and addreesed enrelope is
information and guidance. They comment
eoeiosed. AU «rrespnuknee in/ended for (be
Editor shou(d be addressed : Tbe Editor, PRACTICA L
that there is a limit to which the hardWIRELESS, George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower Honor,
ships imposed by Government regulations
Sosdhamp(on Street, Strand, W.Ç.2.
can be endured, however willing the
Owing (o the rapid progress in the design of
wireless apparatus and to our efforts (o keep our
retailer may be and however anxious to
,ea4ers in tooth ,i'itJi the latest dsveloprnenio, we
help.
They arc of the opinion that
give no w2rranly (hat apparato o described in our
the closing of tise shops would not be
columns io noi the subjeel of letters petrol.
Copprtght in aU draninys, pholorapbe
helpful.
t,rtirles published in PRACTICAL WntLE8s is
We do not support the Board of
epecifieafly reserved throuqhout the eounlneo
Trade idea that industry should be
siqnal.ory to the Berne Conren1ion andThe U.S.A.
Reprodurli008 or irnilationo of any of these are
concentrated. It is time thatthe Governtherefore expreoslj forbidden. PRACTICAL WIRRment endeavourod to strike a balance
LESS iororporaleo ' Amafeur Wireless."
between the needs of the military and
the needs of the public.
:
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Motor-operated
Station-selecting Mechanism

eh

Various Methods Whereby Tuning Can Be Accomplished
Rapjdy and Accurately Without Motor Over-running, or

lOb

SN

"Hunting"
fault to be found in motoroperated press - button - tuned receiVers of the kind which employ
a station-selecting disc, or discs, or a cornmutator swit eh to open the circilit of the
motor when the tuning reactance reaches
predetermined positions, is that, due to
over-running of the motor, the tuning
reactance is not located accurately at the
point of resonance of the incoming signal.
This difficulty may be overcome to sorno
extent by reducing the speed of the motor
so that its momentum, and consequently
the tendency for it to overrun the tuning
position, is reduced, but the time for the
tuning operation is thereby correspondingly
increased. When a reversible electric motor
ACOTifMON

Fig. 1.-Diagrain of a
selector system
as described in
the text.

material ofthe disc 1. The motor is capable
of rotating the disc 1 only in an anticlockwise direction.

Operation

overcome by

Fig.

In operation, when one of the switches,
for example. lia, is closed, the circuit
of the motor is completed through switchlia, contact 9a, selector dise i, earth
return G, the motor IO and the source of

Modified System
Fig. 2 illustrates a selector system which
employs a reversible electric motor lOa
and a commutator-type selector switch.
The commutator disc or drum I is provided
with commutator bars 7a, 7b, separated
by the grooved insulating segment 5, and
immediatelyadjacent the insulating segment
are conducting segments 6a, 6b, which
are insulated from the commutator bars
7a, 7b. In this case the resistance introduced
into the motor circuit when proximity to
the tuning position has been reached, is provided by resistance coils 8a, 8b, which
couple the segments 6a and Ob respectively
to commutator bars 'Ta and 7b. Commutator
bar 7a is connected to the motor through
a source of power 12a, which causes rotation in one direction and commutator bar
7b, through a source of power 12b, which
causes rotation in the reverse direction.
In operation, when a selected one of the
switches il is closed, the circuit of the
motor is closed, either through the source
of power 12a or 12b, according to the
1)osition ofthe rotor i at the time the switch
is pressed, and is energised either in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction, as the ease
may be, to rotate the rotor 1 and move the
insulation segment 5 towards the contact 9
under control of the __________
selected switch Il.
As before, the motor .
runs at full speed until
I
the selected contact
I
/
-ie
bears against one or
other of conducting
segments 6a, 6b. At ¡
this point one or other
of the resistances 8a,
/2
\
Sb is introduced into
the circuit, and the
speed of the motor is
io
reduced just before

2.-A

selector system incorporating a reversible
electric motor.

Stopping the Selector Switch

supply 12. The motor thus drives the disc
1 and the tuning reactance anti-clockwise at
full speed, until the segment 5a engages
contact 9a. TIien this happens the resistance of the motor circuit is increased and
the speed of the motor correspondingly
reduced so that it is travelling relatively
slowly when the contact 9a engages the zone
of insulation 5 and the circuit of the motor
is brdken
For increased accuracy the insulation
segment may be provided with a V-groove
which indicates the exact tuning pósition,
and the disc may be stopped mechanically
when a selected stator contact enters the
V-groove. Détails ofthe pgeferred method of
mechanically stopping the selector disc i
accurately at the tuning position will be
described later with reference to Fig. 3.

used the difficulty may sometimes be
reding the width of the
insulation segment of the commutator
switch, but such an arrangement is liable to
introduce ' ' hunting."
According to one improved arrangement,
the motor is run at full speed until the
approximate tuning poition has been
reached and thereafter its speed is reduced
80 that the final adjustment is made at slow
speed. According to the second arrangement, the motor is coupled to the shaft
ofthe selector switch through a device which
permits limited lost motion to occur and
the selector disc or commutator switch
is stopped mechanically at the position
of resonance, the lost motion coupling
permitting Èelative motion to occur
between the motor and the selector switch
during the retardation period of the motor.
The arrangements can be -used singly or
in combination, and the accompanying
drawings illustrate three different selector
systems in which both methods are cornbined.
Referring to Fig. 1, a station-selecting
disc i is secured to the shaft 2 of the tuning
reactance and is also mechanically coupled
to a non-reversible driving motor 10. The
disc i is formed of conducting material
and sliding contacts 9a, 9b, 9e and 9d bear
against its periphery, and are electrically
coupled to the source of electric supply 12,
and to the motor 10 through switches lia,
i lb, lic and ild. The various circuits to the
motor are completed by connecting one
terminal of the motor 10 and the selector
dise i to an earth return G. The selector
disc is provided with the usual insulation
segment 5, and a V-groove is formed in
this segment as shown.
Immediately the
is
adjacent the insulation segment 5 is in. opened by the contact
serted a segment of conducting material engaging the insu5a, which has a greater resistance than the lating segment 5.
is

U7a

.

.

One method of stopping the selector
switch and tuning reactañee mechanically
at the exact point of resonance is shown in
Fig. 3, the method being described with
reference to a selector system comprising
a unidirectional motor and a separate
selector disc for each station. Two selector
discs 16, 17, are shown on the shaft 2 and
.each is provided with a grooved insulation
segment 5 and a resistance segment 5a in
the manner described with reference to Fig.
1. Sliding contacts l5a, 15b are formed of
resilient material arid mounted on suitable
bases 19a and 19b, which can be adjusted
so that the contacts bear against the
peripheries of the discs 16 and 17 with the
correct amount of pressure necessary for
them to function as mechanical stopping
devices for the discs. -The ends of the
contacta 15 are suitably shaped so that when
a contact engages the wall of the groove in
the insulating segment 5, it exerts sufficient
downward pressure to rotate the selector
disc and its shaft until the contact reaches
the bottom of the groove. To prevent
jarring when the control of the selector
disc is taken over by the contact it is
desirable to relieve the disc of the load
of the motor.
For this purpose a lost-motion coupling
may be provided between the driving
motor 10 and the driven shaft 2.
The coupling iliustrated comprises a
driving wheel 15 secured to the motor shaft,
and a driven wheel 14 provided with a
square opening 13 so that it fits loosely
over the squared end 3 of the condenser
shaft 2. Preferably the squared end of the
shaft is enclosed by a rubber sleeve 4.
When a selected sliding contact reaches the
edge ofthe groove in the insulating segment
5a, the pressure it exerts on the wall of the
groove advances the selector disc and shaft
more rapidly than the motor-driven wheel
14 which is now undergoing retardation,
and the driving coupling between the motor
and the shaft is temporarily broken. The
motor during retardation thus rotates
the wheel 14 idly while the selector disc
is positioned accurately by the sliding
contact.
.

\'' \'

circuit

G

Fig. 3.-Illastrating the method
of stopping the selector switch and
tuning reactance mechanically at
exact point of resonance.
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Valve Constants

and

Characteristics

Concluded from the September Issue, This Article Explains the
Meaning of Such Terms as Conversion Conductance, Anode Dissipation,
AC. Output and Optimum Load
__%

lator circuit.

\.

There is, therefore, in effect a
virtual cathode
consisting of the
space charge developed below the
control grid, as
shown by shading
in Fig. 1. This
space charge is
varying at the oscillator frequency
so that the elec-

.

:::1

,

.
.

..

.

-

i,

tron stream eventually reaching
the main anode is
at a mixture of

.

e--,

frequencies, one of
which (that with
which we are primanly concerned
A group oj
in a frequency
lypical modern
,...
changer) h a s a
valves.
frequency equal
to the difference
CONVERSION conductance can be
between the sig-.
considered as having a meaning
nal and oscillator
very similar to that of the term
frequencies.
mutual conductance, but as applied to a
Takin4 the above general explanation
frequency .changer. It will be remembered it vill be seen that the conversion conthat mutual conductance was described as ductance could be described as the mutual
the ratio of a small change in anode current conductance of the upper three grids and
to a corresponding small change in grid anode of the pentagrid in conjunction with
volts. We saw that the figure representing the virtual cathode which has been menmutual conductance could be given in muli- tinned. In general, the conversion conducamps per volt or in mioromhos ; conversion tance of a pentagrid or triode-hexode lies
conductance is nornially given in micrombos somewhere between 250 and 1,000
only, partly because the figure in terms of micromhos, a good average value being in
anode-current change is generally less than the region of 350 mieromhos, or .35 mAI
unity, and partly because it makes the volt.
distinction more clear.
.

.

.

..

.

.

.

Rr?

HT#

I.F. Current-R.F. Voltage

Conversion conductance may be defined
briefly as the ratio between a small change
in I.F. anode current for a corresponding
small change in signal voltage applied to the
grid of the frequency-changing valve or

the first detector. Note carefully that the
current is that due to the intermediate
frequency, while the voltage is that associated with tise signal or input frequerrcy.
It is not an easy matter to measure conversion conductance, although mutual
conductance, it was shown last month, can
be determined very stnply by reference to
the anode current-grid volts characteristic
curve.
To understand fully what is meant by
the term it is necessary to study the
behaviour of a frequency-changer valve.
We may take a pentagrid as an example,
and a simplified circuit is given in Fig. I.
The cathode is an emitter of electrons, when
it is heated and the anode is made positive.
But since the electron stream from the
cathode to the niain anode has to pass
through the two grids (acting as control
grid and anode) of the oscillator portion of
the valve before reaching the grid and anode
of the. pentode portion of the valve, it is
evident that it must be modified. Actually
the stream can be said to be " modulated"
by the oscillations developed iii the oscil-

':-r

Signal :'-j-

:tF.-(ootp,t

Cuent)

I

Fig. 1.-An outline diagram of penlagrid feeguency changer which helps (o illus!rate hie
meaning of conversion conduc!ance-Ihe ratio
of 1F. current Io signal or R.F. volts.

Conversion Gain

Another term bound up with that just
dealt with is conversion gain, which is the
ratio of output I.F. voltage to input R.F.
or signal voltage. This term is rarely used,
and its value cannot easily be ascertained,

being governed by general circuit efficiency

as well as by the valve constants. Sonictimes the term translation gain is used,

with the stme meaning.

Anode Dissipation

Turning from frequency-changer to power

output and L.F. valves we have a number
of terms which are frequently misunder-

stood. As first among these we may consider anode dissipation, bearing in mind
that it has no connection with A.C. or
power output. As the name suggests. it
refers to the power dissipated at the anode
of the valve-D.C. power. In the case of
class A amplifiers, it is merely the product
of the anode voltage and the anode current,
the resulting figure being in watts. As an
example, if a power valve passes 50 mA
with an anode voltage of300, the dissipation
is 50 times 300, divided by L000 (to Colsvert mA to amps.). The answer is, therefore, 15 watts. That this has no connection with the audio-output watts vill
be evident when it is appreciated that the
figure does not take any account of grid
input voltage or anode-voltage " swing"
What is more, the anode dissipation, even
with an efficient power triade, fully loaded,
is generally at least four times the A.C. or
audio output.
In the case of class B and C amplifiers,
or oscillators as used in transmitters, the
anode dissipation is tess than the figure
obtained in the manner explained above,
since the A.F. or R.F. power taken from
the valve is subtracted from the input
power. The difference between the input
power (current times voltage) and the
actual dissipation is dependent upon the
efficiency of the circuit, and the dissipation
is often less than half the input power.
Obviously, the smaller the fraction, the
higher the efficiency of the circuit.

Permissible Dissipation

For most purposes with which readers
are normally concerned it will be sufficient
to consider the dissipation and input power
as being equal, as it is in class A amplifiers.
In the case of most large power amplifying
válves, the makers state the maximum permissible anode dissipation, and sometimes
show a curve to indicato the appropriate anode current at various anodevoltage figures. This is indicated in Fig. 2,
which shows a series of anode voltageanode current curves for a representative
type of mains-type triode power valve.
The curves do not necessarily apply exactly
to ny particular valve. but they are
rather similar to those for one very popular
valvc in this class-the PX4.

Drawing the Anode Dissipation
Curve
It will be seen that the curved broken

is remarked 15 watts, and this is the
line
" maximum-dissipation
" line ; if it were
crossed theni would be a danger of causing
the valve to overheat, and of its becoming
soft due to some of the gases trapped in
the anode being liberated as the anode
became red hot. As an example, we may
take the point marked A on the clotted
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eurve. Reading off voltage and current
from this point we get 170 and 88 mA, and
if these are multiplied together and divided
by 1,000, it will be found that the resulting
flgure is 14.96, which is sufficiently close
to 15 watts for any practical purpose.
And now if we take the point marked B
we have 425 volts and 35 mA, which you
will find gives a wattage of almost 14.9.
At anr other points on the curve similar
products would be obtained.

voltage swing on each side of poiiit A is half
the figure taken, and that we must use the
R.M.S. voltage, which is V2 times the peak
value. Thus, the peak voltage obtained
from the graph must be divided by twice
root 2.
Similarly the current must be
divided by twice root 2 ; and if we multiply
twice root 2 by twice root 2 we get 8 as
the answer.
Another practical point which can be
explained now is that in drawing. our load

Power Output

understood more readily by following this
procedure. We can now use the line for
its primary purpose. Resistance is, from
Ohm's Law, equal to voltage divided by
current, so we can see that the anode load
corresponding to the line drawn is 450 - 115
(335) divided by 88 - 20 (68) and multiplied
by 1,000. Thus, the optimum load for the
valve represented and used in the conditions
already laid down is 335/68 times 1,000,
which equals approximately 5,000 ohms.

,Iö

Maximum A.O. output, or maxnìum
undistorted output, which is more important, is found in a manner quite different
from that adopted when dealing with
anode dissipation, although we use the
sanie curves and can refer again to Fig. 2.
Before taking some examples it will be
best to deal very briefly with the question
of distortion as applied to output, since it is
customary to speak in terms of maximum
undistorted output. This is seldom used
in the strictly true sense, because it is
difficult to obviate distortion altogether;
if we attempted to do so we should have
to sacrifice output. Additionally, however,
it is found in practice that second-harmonic
distortion up to fi perS cent. is not troublesome, and is, in fi'et, indetectable in most
cases. Because of this it is usual to read
" 5 per cent. second harmonic " for " un-

2.-A

Fig.
series of
a n o d e currgnl-anode
voliagc curves for a
power valve. On the
graph are also shown
t h e anode - dissipation
curve (dotted) and a
load line (straight fall
line). The significance
of these is explained in
the text.

'

..

(
-

distorted."

?V

Anpe

The Load Line
We can find the output by drawing what
is known as a load Jine across the curves
shown in Fig. 2. A start is made by placing
a straight edge on a curve at the point
where it passes through an upright corresponding to the applied anode voltage,
making sure that it is not above the
anode-dissipation curve. In Fig. 2 we could
not do this exactly without drawing anothet
Vg curve corresponding to approximately
42 volts.
For convenience, therefore,
we will take our point (marked X in Fig. 2)
on the Vg = -40 curve, where it meets,
our dissipation line.
The object now is to pivot the straight
edge about this point until the distance
from it to the VgO curve is equal to the
distance to the Vg' 80 curve. If these
two distances were exactly equal we could
assume that there was no second-harmonic
distortion, and to keep within the limits
set in practice (not more than 5 per cent.
second harmonic) the ratio between the
distances marted X-Y and X-Z must not
be greater than as 11 is to 9. It is not
proposed to explain precisely how that
ratio is derived, and the reader is asked to
accept it as correct in theory and practice.

line we must avoid the curved portions of
the L - Vg curves, where marked distortion would occur. It will be seen from
Fig. 2 that point Z is nicely above the curve
in the V = -40 curve.

Optimum Load
In dealing with A.C. output before
considering the optimum load of the valve
we have, in a way, " put the
before
horse " if it is considered that the primary
purpose of the load line is to ascertain
the optimum load, which is that load into
which the output valve will deliver a
maximum output. But it will probably be

On the load line as drawn this ratio
holds, the line having been drawn as
explained above by pivoting a straight edge
about point X. Having drawn the line,
we can calculate the output, assuming
that the grid receives a bias voltage of
- 40, and that the signal input is sufficient
to swing this voltage between zero and - 80.
If we read off anode current and anode
voltage corresponding to points Y and Z
on the load line we haire 88 mA, 115 volts
:id 20mA45Q volts. Wecan then find the
)ower output. 'allowing 5 per cent. secondharmonic distortion by subtracting the
onaller values of current and voltage from
the larger, multiplying the two together
anddividing by 8.
Thus we have
A.C. power =
T

- 20) X (450-115) rnilhwatts,
.

8

which = 2,848 milliwatts, 6r 2.85 watts.
The reason for dividing by 8 is that the

JUO
141t.Qe

40Q

V(J

(ve)

From the foregoing it will be seen that
when the valve maker8 give the working
conditions of the valve, and the curves,
it is possible to draw the load line, and
hence to determine the maximum output
for 5 per cent. distortion simply by choosing
values of voltage and current which " fit"
the optimum load. It should be understood, however, that maximum A.O. output
is never easy to determine precisely from
unless it is known exactly what
input is applied to the valve, and what is
the DC. voltage between the anode and
cathode ofthe valve. It is, however, possible
to find a value which is good enough for
practical purposes.

A RADIO DISTANCE-METER

Calculating Power Output

(88

November, 1941
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ADEVICE haown as a radio distancemeter has been invented by the Soviet
scientists, Professors N. Papalexi and L.
Mandeistam. It employs radio waves to
measure distances.
The radio distancemeter consists of two special receiving
and transmitting sets situated at two
points, the distance between which is tq be
measured. Radio waves of exactly known
wavelengths are remitted from one set and
received by the other, from which they are
relayed back to their source. This is done to
determine how many wavelengths fit into
the distance being measured.
But the
difficulty lies in the fact that this cannot
be done directly. However, ifthis procedure
is repeated, employing a radio wave of
slightly different length the second time
(by changing the wavelength on which the
set is operated) it then becomes possible to
determine the number of waves that fit
into the distance by compaing the results
of both measurements. With the aid of
some simple measurements and calculations
based on the knowledge of the velocity of
radio waves, the distance is determined
precisely.
Employing such a radio distance-meter,
a captain of a vessel can always determine
his position without using a compass or any
other navigation instruments. Two radio
relaying stations are located at fixed points

on land and the ship's position is found as
the point of intersection of two ares whose
radii are the distances from the ship to the

aforementioned stations.

Empire Exchange
the Eastern, North American, and
IN African Services of the B.B.C., a new
series of broadcasts were recently inaugurated which it is hoped will prove of
considerable interest to Empire listeners.
It is designed to promote an exchange of
thoughts and experiences between various
parts of the Empire, and it enables citizens
from one part of the Empire to ask questions
of, and interchange views with, citizens of
another part of the Empire.
These questions are cabled to the respective Dominions concerned, where a
speaker is found to give a seven-minute
reply to them. This reply is then transmitted to the B.B.C. by radio telephone
and is recorded in London. Then, when the
actual broadcast takes place, the questioner
states his original questions and in answer
to them the recorded reply is given. Each
question and reply is designed to occupy
fifteen minutes, so the time remaining after
the reply has been broadcast is devoted to
comment by the questioner.
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Equipment---6
Various Types of Loudspeakers Used for
Outdoor P.A. Work and for Factories
By "SERVICE"

1.-Large projector loudspeaker mounid

wind.
The frequency are, of course, fairly heavy, and the
weight of the loudspeaker unit alone is
response of one of thes
speakers, using a well- often as much as l2lb. and the horn itsel I
designed unit and a may weigh a quarter of a hundredweight.
heavy exponential horn, The smaller loudspeakers are very much
viI1 have a range of 200 lighter than this.
When it is required
that they should operate on the roof
to 800 cycles.
It is essential that of a van or large private car. then the
when the unit is de- use of aluminium for the horn will keep the
tached from the speaker weight down to the very low figure of, in
assembly the opening some cases, only 101b. for the total weight
ill it should be covered of the loudspeaker and its unit. In this type
by the cap always pro- of speaker the moving-coil unit is not
vided, and which screws generally easily detached from the flare
on to the collar which except for servicing.
One important point to remember in
normally screws into the
connection with projector or any other type
throat of the speaker.
T h i s e ap prevents of horn loudspeakers is that the loudspeaker
damage to the moving- unit must never be allowed to operate
coil and diaphragm, without the horn being attached to it.
and prevents the ingress When properly assembled, the column of
of dust, and, especially, air in the horn of the speaker acts as a
metallic filings, which load, and it is the job of the diaphragm
would be attracted by to set the column of air in motion. There is
the very powerful per- quite an appreciable.air pressure on the
manent magnet in the diaphragm, and the suspension and other
details of the diaphragm will have been
unit.
designed to operate with this particular

Modern Horn
Speaker

Iressure.
If the diaphragm is made to function
Reverting to our considerations of without this load then it will probably be
THIS article serves as an iiitroduetion
to the various types of loudspeakers projector loudspeakers, Fig. I illustrates a irreparably damaged, as it will be so free
and their technical specifications. modern version of horn loudspeaker, which
Lo/v,es to' e/Iow/ng
Un/f Cssing
free mo'emenr of
still widely used for public address work
Questions relating to how many loud.
a,,- behind roce
in
speakers must be used to cover a particular
the open.
The particular spenicer
space or hail, and what types to use for
special occasions, together with information M8gnet
Cese o# (l'ut
concerning how to estimate the numbr of Assemb&
loudspeakers that can be operated from a
Scewee Con,'ectlon
particular amplifier, wilibe discussed in later
âetweeo (l'ut
Cene
and th,-oòt
articles dealing with installation planning.
The original use of public address
equipment was for enabling orators to
address large crowds in the open air, and
Speecn Co/I
the earliest and most effective type of
loudspeakers used for this work were of the
horn type with large moving-coil units.
Mgei
Fig.

fo " Cover "

on a tripod in order

a very large crowd.

.

Projector Speakers
Modern versions of this type are still the
best all.round loudspeakers for public
address work. Nowadays they are generally
called projector speakers, and modifications
of them include what are termed directional
baffle loudspeakers. This type comprises a
large moving-coil unit with a cone assembly,
which is bolted to a very wide flange horn
of a fairly short length ; it gives good
quality output, and is very useful for crowd
work, where several of the speakers may be
mounted on a tripod, or tied to trees. so as
to render a general distribution of sound
over a wide area.
Large projector loudspeakers are generally
made in sections, so that they may be
easily transported in most types of P.A.
service vans. With very large loudspeakers
the horn may be divided into three sections,
each of which bolt into the other, while,
of course, the loudspeaker unit itself may
be unscrewed from the throat of the

loudspeaker.
These loudspeakers will often accept an
input of 10 watts, and convert it into
acoustic energy which will allow the
reproduction to be heard half a mile, and
more, away according to the direction of th'

AS$en?Ofy

Coil

Throat et Fl,Projeclor Speaker.
Directional Baffle Speaker.
Fig. 2.-Sections of typical horn speaker unii,.

illustrated has a horn 7ft. long with a flare
over 3ft wide. It operates from a sensitive
moving-coil unit, which converts a cornparatively small amount of electrical energy
into a large acoustic output.
As can be seen, the
loudspeaker may be
swivelled horizontally and
also swung in a vertical
plane. Comparing the size
of the loudspeaker with the
engineer who is adjusting
the tripod on which the
speaker is mounted, it will
be seen that this form of
sound distribution enables
the output from the amplifier to be directed well
over the heads of large
crowds, so that people on
the very fringe of the
assembly can hear the
reproduction fr o nu t h e
speaker.
The very large speakers

FIg.

3.-A

that it will crack or damage itself against
the internal parts of the loudspeaker unit
assembly.
Sections of a typical moving-coil loudspeaker unit as used with projector loud-

multi-directional speaker employing a single sOeal(eI
unU.
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speakers re shown in Fig. 2. For narrQwthroated horns the diaphragm on which
the moving-coil is fitted is merely a disc of
about 3 inches diameter made from rubber
sheet, and suspended at the periphery by
any method, such as corrugations, which
will prevent the diaphragm from having
too great a natural resonance in the
audible range of frequencies.

Directional Baffle Loudspeakers
Directional baffle loudspeakers employ a
unit up to 12 inches diameter, and these are
very similar to complete moving-coil
loudspeakers, which would normally be
put into cabinets for domestic use or on a
baffle board. As a matter of
ct, the
directional baffle loudspeaker works on
the principle ofthe baffle board loudspeaker,
and it is made as if the baffle of the loudspeaker were made of metal and was then
pulled down to the front of the loudspaker
unit to direct the sound more to the front
of the speaker than to the sides.
The horn, in other words, does not play
such an important part in throwing the
sound out, or in amplifying the sound, as
does the horn of the projector loudspeaker
with its exponential opening from the
iiarrow throat of the horn, which may be
only an inch or so in diameter to the great
flare which may be three or four feet across.
The input termina1 of loudspeakers
designed for P.A. work are often marked
with positive and negative signs.

Fig.

4.-A

mulli-directional Iodspeaker using
several speaker units.

Multi-directional Speaker

November, 1941
Where a very large output of sound is
required several loudspeakers of the normal moving-coil type, as used in domestic
radio. may be mounted in one wooden
assembly, such as that shown in Fig. 4.
This arrangement is also for suspending
from the coiling of a large hail and for diffusing the sound equally over the whole of
the required area.
The technical specification for . loudspeaker upits employed for indoor P.A.
work does not differ greatly from the
specification of good quality loudspeaker
units as used in de-luxe radio-grumophones. They are in nearly all cases of the
permanent magnet type, although for a
really great output for theatre work, electromagnetic loudspeaker units may be employed, using D.C. obtained either from
accumulators, where the output must be
entirely free from hum, or from rectified
A.C., each loudspeaker having its own
rectifier unit and mains transformer.

Industrial Types of Speaker

For factory installations, protected loudFor indoor work either cabinet loudspeaker, baffle board or special forms of speakers made of metal are employed which
suspended loudspeakers may be employed. are generally termed industrial types, as
Fig. 3 illustrates a multi-directional loud- shown in Fig. 5. Thjs type of loudspeaker
speaker which uses only one speaker unit is so designed that the permanent magnet.
to diffuse the souiid from the one unit loudspeaker unit is thoroughly protected
over a very wide area. Such a speaker. from dirt and, what is more important,
would be very useful in a dance hall, as from metallic dust or filings which may be
being suspended above the heads of the flying around the workshop. Unless the
dancers, the sound would be heard by all loudspeaker unit is specially protected
of them. If an ordinary loudspeaker was from the contamination of the atmosphere,
Speakers Working in Phase
used only at one end of the ball, dancers at the moving-coil gap in the speaker unit
Some have coloed terminals, red and the other end would not be able to hear.
will soon become full of foreign matter
black.
As these terminals connect oiIy
Even when loudspeakers are placed all which would eventually cause distortion
to the speech coils, the uninitiated may won- round the floor of a large ballroom the by fouling the speech coil.
Naturally, the protection is inclined to
der why such markings are necessary as
rather stifle the output from the loudnormally it does not matter which way
speaker, and to upset its frequency response,
round leads are connected to moving-coil
loudspeakers. The reason is that when
but, as the speakers are used in places
where high quality reproduction is not
several loudspeakers are used close together
essential, the drawback is not a serious
to cover a certain area it is essential that
they should all operate in phase.
one.
This means that the diaphragm of the
With still further protection in the form
of a cloth gauze this type of loudspeaker
speakers must move in the same direction
has been approved for use in coal mines
at the same time. It is no good if the
and other places where the atmosphere may
diaphragm of one speaker moves outwards,
include a dangerous explosive gas.
for example when the next speaker's
Small horn speakers may be used for
diaphragm is moving inwards, because then
certain types of factory installations, and
the sound waves would be in opposition
for mobile public address installations i.n
and there would be distortion and lack of
vans. Two typical examples were illusbass in the reproduction. The terminals
trated in the article, " Audibility versus
are, therefore, marked, and so long as all
Qiality " in the issue of Pn.cvIcL Wntthe positive, or red, terminals are connected
LESS dated October, 1940.
to one of the output lines and all the negaFor installations in blocks of flats,
tive, or black, terminals are connected to
churches and other public buildings, the
the other output lines, then the speakers
type loudspeaker as used loudspeakers are generally standard loudwill all be operating in phasewith each other. Fig. 5.-An industrial
in factories.
speaker units fitted in a camouflaged
Should a number of speakers be available
for operating on a certain installation, and dancers in the middle may not be able to position, or in more domestic looking wooden
it is found that the terminais are not hear the music above the general noise of cabinets painted or polished to match the
marked, then a simple test may be applied the dance floor and a couple of suspended surroundings. Loudspeaker units may be
to determine how to wire up the speakers units of the type shown often give better mounted behind ventilators, floor gratings,
to the common feed cable from the ampli. results than many more units of the etc,, and in these positions no actual
loudspeaker cabinet is required.
fier. A 1.5 volt dry cell should be connected ordinary type fixed to the walls.
across the speech coil terminal and the
direction of the movement of the diaphragm
noted.
D.F.C.'s Cryptic Signal
Let us suppose that the diaphragm gives
codes for use in the Middle East.
an outward movement when the circuit is IN the film on Bomber Command, " Target gave was
my 35th trip, and my last before
completed. The two terminals of the loud. I for To-night," a pilot remarks to his This
so I thought I'd have a bit
speaker are then marked according to crew as anti-aircraft shells burst beneath going on rest, the
wireless operator to make
T told
whether they are connected to the positive them : " The natives appear hostile." The of fun.
the code signal which meant ' Operations
or negative terminal of the dry cell. The crew laugh ; so do the audience.
This remark had its origin in a signal Completed,' and add three letters from the
other loudspeakers are then connected
East section. It must have worried
to the dry cell, each in turn, and the con- sent out by a bomber pilot. a squadron Middle
back at base."
iiections altered if necessary so that the leader with the D.F.C., who is now a the people
It certainly did. When the letters came
diaphragm moves outwards in each case. ifight commander in a Wellington squadron.
there was a frantic.. searching
The terminals are then marked as on the It caused consternation at first in his home through code
books. The message was
station, then laughter. This is his own through
first loudspeaker.
passed from one officer to another. The
of what happened.
Thus, if all the loudspeakers are joined account
"
they thought, must indicate someto a single pair of cables and these cables " We had bombed our target," he says, letters,important.
At last they found the
and had to send a signal in code back thing
are then connected to the dry cell, the
section, and passed the trans.
diaphragms will all move outwards together tp our base to tell them that opemtons MiddletoEast
the commanding officer. It meant:
and they will then be in phase with each had been completed. I had discovered an lation
" The natives appear to be hostile."
obscure section of our code book which
other.
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I suggest that if 'we must have a Brains
Trust the members of it should be varied
from week to week. As a journalistic
soliloquy or aside (and I do hope members
of the Braies Trust are not. listening) I
would inform the B.B.C. that there really
are more than four people in this country
with brains, even though they may not be
geniuses (nasty word, that), or professors,
or prodigies, or versatiles.

What is Genius?
IREGRET having to refer to the Brains
Trust again, but I happened to listen in
to one of the broadcasts in which the
question was " What is Genius ? " I was
not satisfied with the answer nor the
definition, or, rather, with the absence of
answer and absence of definition. 4 know
that these questions confront the brains
trust for immediate answer, and that they
have no time to look the subject up,- but
surely professors should be capable of
spontaneous reply, or else how can they
answer students' questions in class ? So
I want to refer to the subject, and give you
my idea of genius. It is not journalistic
etiquette for a writer to refer to himself, so
I must refer to the subject in the abstract!!
One member of the trust referred to

Mozart as an example of genius because he
could play the piano at seven. At least,
we are told in the biography that he
played the piano at seven, but I flatly
refuse to believe it. No child of seven
years of age could play the piano in the
accepted sense. In the first place, his
hand would be too small to span more than
half an octave ; in the second, he could not
possibly at that age he able to read the
musical notation ; and thirdly, he could
not have mastered the inevitable scalea,
arpeggios and the intricacies of the keyboírd. I am prepared to believe that.
Mozart tapped out a few notes by ear with
soue finger, butthat is as far as I am irepared
to go. I do not. believe in prodigks, and
I strongly suspect. a strong admixture of

publicity
attempts
to make babies capable of achieving the
impossible. However, even assuming that
Mozart was a prodigy, that does not make
him a genius. He had merely been able to
do at an early age what others take
considerable practice and a number of years
satisfactorily to execute. By continuation,
therefore, if Mozart was a genius because
he could play the piano at the age olseven,
a man who finally achieves that difficult
attainment. at the age of 14 becomes a
genius at the age of 14. That is not. genius,
for Mozart or any other musician hs4 not
at that age superimposed upon his ability
anything of his own croation. He was a
parrot making use of notes in the diatonic
scale invented centuries before him and
on an instrument which also was invented
many years before him.
I do not regard Mozart or Beethoven, or
any other musician as a genius merely
because he COfltl)OSeS music which pleases
the ear, but is yet merely a rearrangement
of the musical scale ; any more than an
architect who rearranges the formation of
bricks to produce a building of different
shaie is a genius.
Versatility is not geniva. That is only
The human
superior accomplishment.
phenomenon, such as the man who can
recite historical dates is not a genius, and
I often think that there is a large chunk
of fake about that. Edison was a genius,
and so was Sir Lsaak Nevton, and so is Sir
AmbroseFleming. Thompson, who invented
the pneumate tyre, was a genius. These
are but a few who have been capable of the
very highest degree of human attainment,
namely, creative and inventive abilit.,
and whose inventions have benefited the
whole o mankind. A man who invents a

By Thermion

Wire and Wire Gauges
that valuable little
E\TERY reader knows
pocket-brain which we publish. entitled
new gun. is not a genius, for his work is " The
Radio Engineer's Vest Pocket Book,"
destructive. Sometimes it is said of an
in its third edition at 3s. 6d., by post
actor that he is a genius, but I certainly now9d.
I am now asked to point out that
do not know of one living to-day to whom 3e.
just been published
:

.

.

book has
An actor is a human a companion
the same size, style and price, entitled
in
i' Wire and Wire Gauges." Its contents
An ernpy s/dell from S till 10,
include an interesting section explaining
Yet filled will, the wi of other men.
the Wire (lauge Standards, Abbeeviations
Aetors merely recite words composed by relating to Wire, the British Standard Wire
others ; they are told what to wear, when Gauge, Sectional Area of Wires, Millimetre
to appear, where to stand on the stage and Equivalents of the Standard Wire Gauge,
when to eit. The producer is a cleverer Birmingham Wire Gauge and Brown and
man. There is not one film actress or actor Sharpc Wire Gauge, Whitworth's Wire
to whom the term applies. They too are Gauge, Warrington Wire Gauge, stub's
human iarrots made to look pretty by the Wire Gauge, Birmingham Gauge for Sheets
sort of beauty which can be purchased in and Hoops, Birmingham Wire Gauge,
boxes-mere chunks of artificiality. These Birmingham Wire Gauge for Silver sud
are a few of the points which I should have Gold, Lancashire Pinion Gauges, Instrument
expected the Brains Trust. to have men- Wire Gauge, American Wire Gauge, Washtioned ; but then, perhaps it. takes a genius burn and Moen Wire Gauge, Roebhing Wire
Professors are not
to think of them
American Steel Wire (lauge, English
necessarily geniuses. They have absorbed a Gauge,
Wire
Gauge, Brunton's Music Wire
Music
.darger chunk of the world's knowledge than Gauge, Sizes and lepgth per lb. of Music
some others, and it is their business to Wire, Aihoff and.
regurgitate it after the manner of the Felten and Guillaume Music Wire Gauge,
ruminative quadruped. A lecture by a Poehlmann Music Wire Gauge, the Wright
professor is merely a piece of intellectual Music Wire Gauge, Roebling and Trenton
cud-chewing. I do so hope that the Brains Music Wire Gauge, American Screw Wife
Trust will do better in future, for I have Gauge, Enamel Copper Wire, Copper Wire
not. been at all satisfied with the replies Data, Aluminium Wire, Fuse Wire Tables,
they have given to questions to date. Twist DrillGauge Sizes, Decimal Equivalent
of Wire and Drill Gauges, Letter sizes of
Sheet Zinc Trade Gauge, Weights of
ur iRait of (0)ettt Drills,
Standard Wire, Metric Conversion Factors,
R.,,atkrg on Active Scrvice-Tu,cniieih List.
Wire Drawing, Wire Ropes, Splicing Wire
R. G. Bracewell (A.C., R.A.F.),
Ropes, and a usefulindex of contents. You
Coningsby.
must have a copy of this book, which will
R. Beater (Cur., R.A.),
shortly be followed by " Newnes' Engineer's
Heytesbury.
G. Worratl (LA.C., R.A.F.),
Vest Pocket Book," containing 608 pages
Birmingham.
of tables, formuln, memoranda and data.
w. T. Duiin (L/Cpl., AIT Regt.).
for engineers, draughtsmen, toolmakers,
Godalming.
E. R. R*gers (Sapper, R.E.),
etc. It is fully indexed, contains a useful
Harrog.te.
buyers' guide, and will cost 7s. Od. or by
A. Smith (Pt... R.A.S.C.),
post 8s.

the term applies.
parrot:

!

.

.

Kilmarnock

Halpern (PSe., P.C.),
Lydbr.oL
R. H. Bateman (LjBdr., R.A).

J.

w.

F. W. Lowe

P.

J.

HarteM.
(Bdr., R.A.,

Barking.
Bobson (Sigs. Sect., LA.F.),
Swansea.

F. Dickson (L.A.C., R.A.F.),

Church Feigen.
{Signalman, R.C.S.),
Brandon.
C. D. Treugr.ve (Pie., R.M.P.).
Yasley.
w. j. Hen,ey (CpL, R.T.C.),
Baldeewdll.
A. S. Long (Cpi.. R.A.O.C.).
w. Fox

Woolwicb.

MIpart (A.C.2, R.A.F.),
E. Lotbia,,.
F. D. Smith (L(Bdr., R.A.).
Sc.tla nil.
I. clark. (Pta., LA.O.C.).
Beurneinouth.
H. Ha.4ie (FiLien;., LA.F.).
.

L

&.tla

Khaey (AC.2, R.A.F.).

Heol.w,

War

How

I
to Win the
(Pres.s not&-Wonzen of the A .T.S. ore o be appoin(e
as radio oper«or8, and permission 15CR tee,, given for
l/ico to wolk 0151 " in trossers.]
Our victory grows nearer, the war won't last long,
We'll lie welcoming peace with muM and tong;
For we've taken a step wfflcti will help titis alongA.7'.S. uirls now walL, out in trougers f
L

When Adolf heard this he got severa') lags.
.' Gott itt Himmel I Dese vonuen ilow year soldiers'
bags t
Punder mit. Blitzen Mehi plaa!a torn th rags
If dose A.T.S. 90'Zs v&k snl drou,sero!
.' Bud vait Inshiration I I gif Britain shocks:
I vili dress all tarin goose-steppers now iii der s rocks.
Ven der Engllschers see dot it gifs dem (ter knocks,
TO( a shoke vos iloje .LT.S. droescrs I t I"
I

!

Observe, titen, not Spitilce, nor cruicr. nor tasik,
Are the mesas towards victory on which we must
bank.
To bring Hitlers surrender and stop all his swan
A.T.S. WiLL ADVANCE IN rHBB
'fROUSEItS

t

"

Tosca."
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The Décibel Notation
A Simp'e Explanation of the Meaning and Use of the
Decibel System of Defining Ampiification and Atenuanon

THERE are various ways of expressing would not be any proper power relationship j:
the gain or amplification provided between the two. In other words, the
by an amplifier, and some of them power represented by i volt aeros an
are apt to prove rather misleading. One impedance of 1,000 ohma is quite different

very simple method is iii terms of the
voltage step-up given ; thus, if the input
voltage were one and the output 100, it
may be said that a voltage amplification of
loo to i was provided. Another method is
that of relating the input power to the
&Utput power. For example, if an outjmt
(,i i watt (1,000 milliwatts) was given when
the applied input was i milliwatt, it could
be said that the gain, in terms of power

.

from

1

volt developed across 20,000 ohms.

If this is not quite clear the matter. casi be

fully appreciated by applying Ohm's Law,
from which it may be seen that power is
equal to the square of the voltage divided
by the impedance. We know that power
is equal to the product of voltage and
current, and we know that current is equal
to voltage divided by resistance thus,th
product of voltage and current is equal to
was 1,000.
E/IR times I, which is E2/R.
Another method, which is gradually
As an example of the above we may
coining into more common use-although consider an amplifier giving a voltage
progress is slow in amateur circles- amplification of 100. This means that the
consists of expressing the amplification, or voltage of the L.F. output is 100 times that
relation betwèen input and output, in of the L.F. input. Assuming that the
terms of decibels (or dB). The unit is values of the input and output impedances
actually the Bell, butthis is rather too big are the same, we can find the gain in
for most purposes, so one-tenth of the unit decibels from- the equation N = 20 log 100.
is generally employed
Thera are many Since the logarithm of 100 2, the gain in
readers who, at different times, have terms of decibels is 40.
explained that they found great difficulty
In a similar manner, and by using exactly
ill understanding the decibel notation. It the same formula, we could determine the
is, nevertheless, very simple to anyone ho decibel gain by multiplying the logarithm
has ever used logarithms-and there are of the input and output current ratio by 20.
few who have not made sóme use of them. In practice, this is seldom used for radie
It is not actually necessary to understand work, but it is ofinterest to note the method.
logs all that is required is the ability to
Jook, up the logs of various numbers in Deci1 Attertuation
common logarithm tables.
The decibel notation is also widely used
Without going into the theory of the
s a mensure of thè " negative gain " or
niatter, it can be stated that the power gain attenuation, and in many high-grade
amplifiers, especia
ally those used
H.T#
for laboratory and
test purposes, the
/0'
LS
volume control
(then usually deI
_________
scribed as an attenuator) may be calibrated in terms of
decibel reduction.
In mosteases a single control, in 3-dB
steps, is all that is
necessary and this
;

i

:

.

.

.

is often used.

Another use of the
decibel notation for
attenuation is in
30dB
j
connection w t h
Fig. I -This outline diagram of a simple amplifier shows ihe relationship trausmissionlinesor
corctive devices
between power amplijicalion and decibel gain.
which may be used
of an amplifier iii ternis of decibels is ten between one amplifier and another, or in
i,inl('s the (Olninon logarithm of the rai s) the circuit of an amplifier.
In the example
of O)1t1)Ut to input
referred
above, where the output u US Frequency Response
taken as i watt and the input as i milliwatt,
The notation is also employed w idely for
the ratio is 1,004) to I . Thus, the gaul aiì illustrating tIme frequency mespoÌìse of an
be stated as 10 log 1,000. And since the amplifier, 5Pmmker. transformr or other
logarithm of 1,000 is 3, the gain is 30 dB. audio device. A curve may be drawn, as
(See Fig. 1.)
in Fig. 2, to show the " characteristic " of
the device, and to illustrate the variation
Converting Voltage to Power
in output over a band of frequencies. In
Wheti we are dealing with the ratio one respect this method of representation
between input voltage to output voltage may be said to " flatter " the amplifier or
we tise the expressIon N = 20 log , whero component, since. the eutve is much
straighter than if it were drawn on the
basis of output in watts or voits for a
:N is the gain in decibels, E2 is the Output
voltage, or voltage developed across the given input. On the other hand, however,
output load, and El is the input voltage, or the curve is more demonstrative of the
voltage across the input impedance. For effect of the output on the ear, which is
this expression to be of any real use, comparatively insensitive to variations in
however, the input and output impedances volume level. In fact, the average person
must be equal. because otherwise there is unable to detect differences of anything
________________________ ________________

i

.

i

.

.

io'r.

1,0

_____:

i::1'»-

----- --

--

.

---- ----.-

-

(c)5)

t

.

.

-------------------,

".',ç,

'00

',000

'cano

(ClO)

Fig. 2.-Two reponse curves dtawn to different
scales, but both representing the same amplifier.
Note how the curve drawn on a decibel scale is
considerably flatter than that drawn against a
voltage-amplification scale.

less than two decibels. It is of interest to
note in passing that a two-decibel change
at high volume levels is equivalent to a
much larger power or voltage change than
it is at low volume levels. Thus it will be
appreciated that the decibel notation is
more " practical " than are other methods.

Zero Power Level

When using the decibel system of
notation it is customary to have a zero

ör basic power level, ajid for convenience
this is normally taken as i milliwatt in
this country, although in America the
is taken as 6 milliwatts. By having a
standard basis of this kind. it is a much
easier matter to refer to the gain, and it
is easier to make accurate comparisons. At
the same time, it will be appreciated that
any other standard could be adopted if

zeros

desired.

Gain and Output
It should now be quite ejear that there

a vastdifference between gain, expressed
in decibels, and amplifier output. Obviously, an amplifier may provide an output
of 10 watts while having a maximum of only,
say, 10 decibels, whilst another amplifier
may have an output of only 2 watts and
show a decibel garn of, say, 50. In the
first ease a large input wpuld be required
to give the maxinum output, whereas in
the second a very small input would suffice
.to give the comparatively large output.
It has been shown how power and
voltage amplification can be " translated."
into terms of decibel gain, and it should be
clear that decibel gain can be "translated"
into voltage gain by following the reverse
procedure. Thus, if an amplifier were
known to have a gain of i50 decibels and a
maximum output of 5 watts, it would be
east enough to determine the input fequired
to give that output. In the formula:
N= 10 log ;2 we know that N is equal to
50 and that P2 (the output power) is 5 watts,
or 5,000 milliwatts. We can then determine
the ratio of P2 to P1 by substituting as
follows : 50
10 log x, where x is the
ratio. From this we see that log z =: 5.
We also know that x is equal to the antilog
of 5, which is 100,000. We know, therefore,
that P equals 5,000 divided by 100,000,
which is .05 milliwatt. If the output
voltage were known, the required input
voltage could be found in a corresponding
manner by using the formula N = 20 log
.is

-

-

--

.
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
Swijs Aerial Regulations
Hudson Caplures U-boat
IT is interesting to note that the wireless THE State Council of the (inton of
Geneva recently made a decree
operator on the Lockheed Hudson
bomber which attacked and captured a regulating the use of outside aeriaha in
U-boat in the Atlantic, is twenty-one, Switzerland. Under the new decree all
aerials must conform to one of the approved
and comes from Wimbledon.

mountain-top home surrounded I y elcetrically-charged bhrbed wire and burglar
alarms. Most of his inventions were

inpractieable.

Aiìart from his numerous inventions,
Matthews worked on ideas fanta stie enough
to riva-1 the imaginings of H. G. \\ells and
--- . Jules Vex-sic. They were laughed

at.

Radio Explosions
to the Berlin
radio the Russians have
been using remote radio control
to explode high-explosive charges
in Viipuri. It. was stated that
behind the Russian lines shortwave tranSmitters were being
used to touch off the charge.

One wasadeat-h-ray that would
stop a 'plMìi in mid-air and 1tttt
its englues out ofact-ion another
was a six-miles-a--second rocket
to reach th moon.
early
telephony
Wireless
attracted Mr. Grindetl-Matthews,
and in 1911 he succeeded in
establishing wireless telephonic
Lonimunication with an aeroplane
one and a half miles away and
travelling at what was then
considered the remarkable sl)eed
of6O miles an hour.
In 1912 he demonstrated n
system of wireless communicatien
1h'
between tvo motor-ears.
lacked scientific training.

.

Canadian Short Waves
THE Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation has recently
been working its new 7.5 kW
short-wave station at Vercheres,

Call
Quebec, experimentally.
signs and frequencies are CBFW,
6.160 mdB ; CBFX, 9.630 me/s;
CBFY, 11.705 me/s ; and CBFZ,
The station was
15.190 me/s.
erected to serve the French-speaking commuthties in areas of
Western Canada which are outside
the service area of the Corporation's existing network of
medium-wave stations.

Civilian Technical Corps
E Radio-Marine Corporation
TR of Ameiica and R.c.A.
Institutes have offered to make
their technical facilities in tventy
cities of the United States available to the Civilian Technical
Corps for examinatiou of volunteers. The Civilian Technical
Corps, which gives Americans
the opportunity of working on
radio-location for Britain, have
gthtefully accepted the offer.
C.E.C. Appointments

u_S.

the Reconstruction Finane
Corporation, an American Government-controlled or ganisation, has
authorised a grant of 40,000doIlars
' the World Wide Broadcasthg
I'oundation. operators of short\\ave stations WRUL and
\VRUW, Boston. It is suggested
that this indicates Government
interest in a counter-propaganda
campaign.
I

-

Marconi Memorial in U.S.
AMEMORIAL to Mai-cojo
is to be erected in Washing-

L____:

-

-

é_

;
.

-

:---

-

Home Secretary, Mr. Herben Morrison (with headphones)
testing Brighton's casualty locator by which even fain! sounds can
be heard under honih wrgcage. Tls denwnsiration was given when
he visited Rrighlon Civil Defence units recently. The apparaten.
which was inventen! at Brighton, is lilely to be widely used.
Tile

TGeneral Electric Company
have appointed Dr. L H.
Railing and Mi-. Leslie Gainage. to be models, so far as l)Uh11( sifety and the
general managers of the company. Both sthetic aspect arc concerned. AI! blocks
have been directors for many years, Dr. of more than four flats are to have a cornA. H. Railing being chiefly concerned with monat aerial.
manufacturing sides
the çngineering
of the company, and Mr. Gamage, in
Marconi Memorial Award
addition to occupying the position of
vr. B. HOLLIS. who operats W5FDR.
secretary, has been director in charge of
ofllouston, Texas, has been awarded
the overseas business.
the Marconi Memorial awardofthe American
Veteran Wíiless Operators' Association
R.S.C.B. Convention
for morse proficiency tests. In qualifying
R.S.G.B.
Tmany who attended the
for this award Mr. Holhis attained a speed
at
the
which
was
held
Convention,
of65 w.p.m., and perfect copy for one minute
spite
interest,
in
I.E.E., displayed much
was necessary. Eight hundred amateurs
shown
apparatus
by
of the fact that the
took part.
was
not
for
sale.
The
opporthe exhibitors
discussions
which
was
tunity of informal
Cossor's Red Cross Fund
afforded by the membei of the Services
appreciated.
of A. C. Cosser, Ltd., have
who were present, was
contributed over £1,000 in pennies to
the Red Cross Penny-a-Week Fund in the
Confiscation of Radiò Sets
last twelve months.
that
the
IT is reported from Stockholm
Nazi Commissioner in Norway has
The Late H. Grindell-Matthews
ordered all radio sets in Oslo and other
THE recent. death, at the age of 61,
Norwegian areas to be confiscated.
of H. Grindell-Matthews calls to
Sixty thousand sets will be seized. The
ban does not app!y to Quisling's guard or to mind a picturesque character in the -world
invention.
of
This man died a-lone in his
Germans.

ad

-

Counter-propaganda

ACCORD]INGtoa recent reporl,

toti, U.S.A. It is to take the form
of two granite pedestals, the
smaller one in the front, which
will be 7ft. high, being surmounted
by a bust of Mareoni, 3ft. 8m.
high. Thispedestaland bust will

-

be hacked by a wider and taller

pedestal surmounted by a bronzt
figure symbolising ele,tricity.

Saving Life at Sea
addition to portable radio transmittesw
electric-light buoys attached to shijs'
ifc-rafts for use at night, and a device which
lIahes the S O S signal in Moue eontijìnously for 48 hours, and if used only
-

t

..;,.h+ ,..II

w

;;;':

Brighton Engineer's Invention
R-. C. MOORE, a BrightoneIectical
i V engineer, has invented a radio devioc
for detecting people buried beneath the
debris of demolished buildings. It consiss
ot a simple electrical amplifying apparatie
and a padded loudspeakerhorn 3ft. in height-.
The horn when placed in the debris draws
in -every sound, such as deep breathing and
slight taps. At a demonstration recently
a volunteer crawled into a small hole undei
a large pile of debris, and a whispered
conversation was clearly heard by a
press representative. The chairman nl
Brighton A.R.P. Committee, Captain B.
Button Briant, states that the device will
not be patented, and any local authority
wanting details or a test can apply to tue
A.R.P. controller at Brighton Town Hall.
See illustration on this page.

14R.
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Morse Practice
A Simple Unit

A

T the i,1esent

November, 1941

hue there appears to
Lfl inexpeniwe oscillator eapable of being used for a
number of different methods of working.
The simple apparatus (lescribeci below can
be used in the following ways First, as a
simple signal generator for practising single-

for the

Experimenter

Signal Generator

t

be a need,-thr

Set

For use as a signal generator, for practising solo, one panel only is used, both input
terminals being connected to terminals
.

:

hafl(Ied.. Secondly, for group receiving; by
coupling a number of 'phones to one end,
and a key for the use of the instructor to
the other. Thirdly, as a complete dual
working send/receive circuit over any distance, for practice in procedure. No doubt
other methods of use will occur to the keen

and the other Station B. Station A is to.
start. sending, therefore the switch ou
panel A is placed in iosition marked I.
Panel B has its switch in position 2. On
completion ofthe message, Station A throws
over its switch to position 2, when a continuous note will be heard in both 'phones
until B altes its switch to position 1, thus
cutting his 'phones, and putting his ky in
circuit for sending.

A Modification

experimenter.
Upon referring to Fig. i it will be seen that
Fig. 2.-Extension panel circuit.
the oscillatoritsçlf, except for the fact that
A
and B on the oscillator. One point must
the key position is not in the usual place,
is extremely simple, and can be made to be noted in this method of working, and
that
is when used in this manner the switch
fit into a very small spaCe. The extension
contol panels are quite straightforward, should be left out or, if fitted, should not be
and in tue model used by myself were con- connected, otherwise when the key is
Strfl(tOd on two ordinary electric light operated the 'phones will be eu out.
In the second method of working, i.e.,
group listening, the circuit is the same as in
the case of dual send/receive working, but
'n/d
Output
in this case the return connection should be
-- lLao5
a length of wire coupling the E terminals
in each panel. A number of 'phones are
2/O[e then connected.in series to one panel for the
students, and the instructor uses the key
on the other panel.
HI.

A further modification in the case of
dual sendjrèceive working can be macle, if
it is desired to hear the signal in the sending
end of the circuit, so that the operator can
hear what he is sending. In this case, the
switch on each panel should be a simple.
on/off switch connected across the key. this
switch being closed by the person who k r
the time being is ieceiving.
To adjust the tone of the signal, and to
alter its strength, the best method is to
reduce the size of the resistance across the
condenser ; this vih1 lower the note, and
increase the strength.
Reversing the
I)roces, i.e. , increasing the resistnn c

I

Send/Receive Apparatus
The method of operation as a dual
send/receive apparatus is as follows : ¶fhe
acilla.tor. which can be placed either
/o',
¿
LT atone end of the circéit, or in the centre if
more convenient, has one long lead attached
to each terminal, and then run to where each Fig. 3.-Two-way send/receive working conFig. .-The oscillèiior circuit.
panel is set up. From the other input
nections.
terminal (E) on the panel a lead is taken to
switch-blocks, measuring 6ins. by 6ins. the nearest earth point, and a good con- will raise the note and reduce the strength.
The circuit of the extension panels, nection must be mane here, to ensure as Values between 200,000 ohms and 50.000
which are both identical, is given in low a resistance as possible. To make ohms may be tried until the note is plea sing
Fig. 2.
things clear we will call one panel Station A t.o the ear.-H.L.
3'

!

-
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National Register of Radio Dealers

A

T the first meeting of the Registration
Board of the Register of Radio atid
Televisioif Retailers, Ltd., held at Bir.
mingham recently, F. J. Smith (Leicester)
was elected chairman of the Board, with
H. Nightingale (Manchester) as vice-chairman. The following official statement was

after the meeting
made
'

.

of businesses which
haye been closed
clown for the war
period only, that.
is, where it is the
intention to reopen
after the war.
C o m m u n i e a jions
should be addressed

:

The Board gave careful consideration
to the requirements which will have to be
met betòrc a retailer will be placed on the
Register. Eventually, the following definition
unanimously agreed :
" ' was
A radio retailer shall mean a person,
firm or company of good financial standing,
having suitable shop cg showroom premises
ratecl as business premises open to thé
public (luring ordinary local business shop
ping hours. trading on his, their, or its
own account as a dealer or dealers in radio
and/or television sets or radio-gramo.
phones, who continuously maintains and
displays a reasonable stock of and re-sells
the same to users only, at not less than the
manufacturers' fixed retail prices and is
prepared within reasonable limits to service
tue same.'
The large number of applications received to date is considered very astisfactory. ' An appeal is made, however, to
other radio dealers to send in their applications without delay. The Register has
the co.operation of the Music and Radio

angular in shape, with the long dimension
facing in the general direction of Lqtin
America. This is important, the engiiwei-s
Distributors' Asociation, the National explain, because a considerable number of
Association of Radio Retailers, Ltd;, the aerials are necessary to properly serve the
Scottish Radio Retailers' -Association, and various sectors within the arc of 100 degrees
the" Wireless Retailers' Association.
between Pernambuco and Mexico City: The
The Board will als he please(l to hear short dimension of the site faces Europe.

NEWS ITEMS

to the secretary,
li. A. Curtis,

Africa House.

Kingsway, London,
W.C.2."
.

Bound Brook
Aerials
TH E transmit-

ting aerial
system of the

N.B.C.'s twd 50-kW
stations
WRCA
and WNBI, occupy
a site of sevents'
acres. The Bound
Brook site is rect-

Prospective women train announcers at Euston taking their turn at he
microphone, under the direction of Mr. Wilkie, the present announcer.
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finished cabinet. Additional readings to
suit individual requirements can be had by
uin.g larger units and connecting the extra

A Pick-up Lifting Device

IT is well recognised that the best safeguard

for records and pick-ups is a mechanical
lifting device. Not all devices, however,
are satisfactory in not encumbering the
turntable, or in ensuring that the pick-up
9QArm
/W/,eGI

't

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!1
,etT Read,r of " PRACTICAL WIRE.

LESS ' mult hsr orgnated someUttle dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pau it on to us ? We pay Li-10-0 for the
b.it hint aub*itted, and for every othe, item
pdbliahed on this page we will pay half-aguinea. Turn that idea of your, to account by
sendint it itt to us addressed to the Editor,
'PRAcTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tow.r House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent in must be originaL Mark envelopas
s' Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.

-

-

I
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®®
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Stop

All hints muse be accompanied by the j
Cut from page 56
j

Pm

Wøodee

7

S,o/ft

P/i,

od

cabinet, or on a subsidiary panel, by merely
running another nut on the controls. If
aluminium is not procurable, the three
sides can be made of wood, with a piece of
ebonite as a cross-piece. In this case, if
there is not sufficient room for another nut
Pocke'
8enr frQI?
¿'iece OF S

Details

of

an efficient picI-up lifting device.

..

of

using a push-button unit in connection
with a universa! einer.

-

push-buttons to the appropriate rangemA or volts in parallel. The variable
resistance joined to the internal battery
must suit the particular meter in use.H.

S.

STANSFIELD

(Aldershot).

not afford any complicated test apparatus.
so I devised the tester shown in the accompanying illustration.
The measurements for the box are as
was constnwted ont
indicated. The
of a compass and six turns of 22 gauge
insulated copper wiie wound round it. It is
mounted on the panel by two small brass
brackets soldered to the side of the compass,
The switch is a Bulgin rotary switch.
The tester can be used for testing trans'
former, choke and coil windings with the

iter

.

at any point during

the lifting and replacing. The device I am
at present using is, however, satisfactory
iii these respects. Its construction is
apparent front the sketch. The small
r-ubber-tyred wheel was takeil from a toy
motor-car, the axle hole being accurately
drilled to a large size to ensure smooth
running. My pick-up has a channel metal
arm which is convenient other arms would
require a different mounting for the wheeL
The rod from the rocker device which goes
through the baseboard is connected to an
eccentric rod underneath, worked by a
knob on the front panel. Other arrangemetìts could be used. The pick-up in the
raised position swings with the needle-point
about, in. off the record with the longest
thorn needle likelyto be used, and the total
drop possible is jn. at the point.-W. R.

Mel/sod

e e e

A Simple Tester
my den I was constantly in need of
I' some sort of testing apparatus. I could

on-off Switch

is free to move laterally

I.

_--_

I

I

I

_

,,

6 Turns OP

2

C

sii

(4"-e

;

STAMI (Sidcup).

Brass 8rackets

Soldered ro Carnpess

A novel layout for a short-wave set.

-'1

'

'

be run on the controls to secure the
reeiiver in a cabinet., bolts and nuts at
each end of the cross-piece will suffice.(Belfast).
WM.

Nnos

_;
.

Push-button Meter Switching
the continual changing of
FINDING
leads, on a universal meter, often a

difficulty, I have made use of an otdivary
Improved Short-wave Construction 3±3 point on-off push-button unit, to
with the
\VJHEN I was building my last short- supply the needs of all readings,
wave receiver I departed from the presing of the appropriate button. The
of the
usual panel and baseboard construction, sketch is self-explanatory, the inside-button
push
and instead evolved the layout shown in dotted line representing thewltieh
sic kit'
the sketch. This has many advantages over unit. The top terminals.
be subtittited by
the panel and baseboard, and even the testing, could, if desired,anchored
inside tite
flex leads permanently
chassis form with the controls in front.
A deep tray was formed of aluminium
havitig three sides, as shown. A piece of _____________________________________
i..:.;...,
,_,___4-,
aD 4hn
,j.n.'n afrntnbn,l anenqa
SSJUUU alum nuts ni
the top, serving to brace the sides and also
to hold the controls. The method of securing tliS was to bend the top of the sides
about half an inch, the cross-piece being

Nolde»

r

(

"

H ,'

45

N

'

'

5'I '1'5"

w

,.,,.
VV

r

,

-

Oft

IMeeBulb

,.

Exterior view of a
simple lester, and
diagram of conneclions.

then boltedon.

i
.

The purpose ctf this form of construction
now becomes clear. The terminals of the
variable condensers, coils, valve-holders,
etc., are brought into close pmxiznity, so
that very short wiring ii possible. Finally,
the whole ('an be very easily osinted in a

k_._,

Test PèDdS

meter. To test the wiring of sets use the
bulb by switching to the bulb on the panel.
The battery is of the flat tYpe. 4.5 volts.A. G. S. Conu (Tainwouth).
.
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T

1JE unit described in the present
article i easily made from parts
which most constructors already
have, or can easily obtain, and the cost
is well within the pocket of anyone.

November, 1941

UNIVERSAL
on one-of its grids by the Mollard valve
PM1HL.
Th first-mentioned valve is
coupled to the H.P. output from its grid
circuit via a -.0001 condenser, and reaction
to maixtaintheoscil1ationsis fron its anode,
via the reaction coil, which is coupled to
the grid coilinductively. A wave-change

Various Uses

The unit consists of an oscillating H.P.
valve which can be modulated with the
signal from a local L.F. oscillator, or this
latter valve may be switched to provide
amplification for an input signal which may
modulate the H.F. signal. The unit has
many uses and the following are some:
The L.F. valve alone may be used to give
a L.F. signal for testing amplifiers, 'phones,
.

switch short circuits part of the. winding
when necessary, as shown i n the diagram.
The other grids are fed from thè main
H.T. line via resistors, and suitably de.
coupled by
-----.the conden
ø*
..--.

,

-..---,,

I

sers shown
The L.F.
signal is

-

.

.

-.
.

.

.

-

-

.

to
ofher
via parallel
.
fed
L.F.
5 : i ratio
transform er, and the
input to
this is cont le layout of components.
trolled by
the volume control shown. The resistor
R4 is for the purpose of preventing too
much of the L.F..oscillation passing into the
condenser-volume-control network, as if
this was allowed the L.F. oscillation might
be stopped on very low volume. The volume
control will vary the note somewhat in
use with different volumes, but this is
useful as it gives a certain range to the
note. The resistor R4 limits this effect.
the

-

..

if

oscillator unit, showing

A Useful

Instrument for
Experimenter.

.

t

via the windings of the transformer. When
being used as an amplifier its grid is switched
to the input sockets and a grid leak introduced ; the secondtry of the transformer
is then left open circuited.
The values of the resistorsand condeners
are not critical, but if those in the L.F.
side, or the transformers, are changed in
value the note generated by the LY.
oscillator will be altered. This is useful to
know as it allows one to choose the note
oi3e likes best. It will be found, however,
that the values given are probably the
best as these were only decided on after
nmch experiment. More will be said on
t his matter later in the article.

Panel and Baseboard

-

The panel may be of wood, ebonite,
aluminium or sheet-iron. If an insulated
I)ànel is used it should be lined with zinc
or tin-foil to provide sreening.
The
writer used sheet-iron as this is very
rigid, which is most important with H.F.
oscillators to prevent changes in calibration.
These panelsmay be made very attractive
by spraying (from a vaporising .ty)e of
garden sprayer) with alufflinium or other
HF

Valve Coupling
The anode of valve 2 contains the primary
of a 3 : i transformer, and this primary is
used as a L]?. choke whèn the valve is
used as an amplifier. When the valve is
required to provide a Li?. note or to modu-

late the HF'. valve with anote. then its
anode circuit is coupled to its grid circuit

i

__________

""'"

I

i

_______
zvz/zz//

;

26C Do:
p.1W

-_______
-4--

__________

Io

4,4

ro

/1T#L1r4

_sc ¿oc
.,d

Circuit
The circuit is of a very simple type, and
it will be seen from the diagram, Fig. 1,
that an F'.C.2 Mullard vafre is used as
the H.P. oscillator, and this is modulated

!1iL is

\I

.

((flhl)led

\

of (he

vJve

I
.

Rear view

the valve.
'hie L.F.

/

.

or the L.F. side of a receiver. This valve
may be switched to act as a pick-up or
microphone amplifier, and the output taken
from the L.F. output and passed on to an
amplifier or 'phones.
The H.P. valve may be used alone to
provide a H.F. signal as in wave-meters,
and this will cover both the medium and
long wavebands and even down to the
short on harmonics. This H.P. signal may
then be modulated by the L.P. valve acting
either as a L.F. oscillator or amplifier fçr
P.U. or " mike " as already mentioned.
Other L.F. sources, such as beat-frequency
oscillators, etc., can also be used to provide
the L.F. signal for modulation purposes.
In this way it will be seen that the unit
has many uses and it wiligive a fairly strong
signal, therefore it mtist be appreciated that
whn
iiíd fnrth niirnos it 1g intpndAd
namely, a test oscillator, it is essential to
take every preeaution to prevent unwanted
radiation.
The unit is especially useful for record
reproduction on òne or more sets
in the same building under authorised
conditions and at present it is being used
for this purpose, and also for warning by
both the L.F. note and the microphone
later described in the article. The L.F.
note can be " warbled " by moving the
volume ' control knob backwards and iorwards quickly, and in this way will givo
a strong " siren "-like note. The batteries
are contained in the same cabinet as the
chassis.

rent
i)aing
through
CUI

I
.

introduced
at the first

grid, and
this varies
the H.F.

I

,,
J

-.

-

,1a

.

OSi

C.

Fig.

t--Theoreii,

verythin paint. This gives aneven.

pro-

fessional finish.
The panel measures 15m. by 9m. and the
baseboard 12m. by 4m., but any dimensions
near these will suit. The panel fits in flush
in the cabinet. The baseboard is made
from a piece of wood, as this prevents damp.
ing troubles, and is also easy for mounting
, components on. The panel is
drilled to take
t he various components, as shown, these
being the various sockets and switches,
flic volume control and tuning condenser,
and also the L.F. transformer. No other
larts are affixed to the panel unless they
cannot be fitted elsewhere. The name plates
under the various knobs, etc., are engraved
on vulcanite or they can be omitted, if
øt wanted.

30C DsC

¿w

Fig.

2.-Coil former

and uindings.

The

Coils

The coils are wound on an ebonite former.
and this should be of the size shown in Fig. i
cud of the ribbed variety. Slots are cut as
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:ILLATOR UNIT
1ìe

Constructor and Keen

By

F.

DAY-LEWIS

in the drawing ; th actual sizes
\ indicated
these slots are not. very important, but
eof
the size of the former is. The mediumwave section is wound ii three slots, there
being 20 turns in each, giving a total of
60 turns. Where the last turn comes leave
a good length of wire to reach the switch
and this wire also commences the first
turn of the long-wave winding. This is
wound in the bottom three slots, the number
turns being 160, and when used with the
medium-wave winding this tunes over the
frmg.wave band.
The reaction winding is next wound,
a
this conists of two 30-turn windings
in .sjots, as shown. The slots are fairly
widely -separated, one being near the
medium-wave coil, and one near the longwave coil, but not só closely coupled to it.
All the turns are in the same direction,
and the top of the medium-wave coil goes
to the tuning condenser fixed vanes and
grid of valve ; the end of this coil, and
start of L.W. coil go to wave-change
switch. The end (at bottom) of L.W. coil
goes to earth line ; top of reaction coil gòes
to anode of Vi and bottom to-H.T. line.
The medium-wave coil is wound with 26

and should present no trouble. The back of
panel viewis shown in Fig. 3, and the various
positions of the parts is shown in detail.
rrhe coil is mouñted near the back of the
baseboard to prevent absori4ion of its
field by the metal panel. The first valve,
FC2, is placed as near to the coil as convenient, and its top comes close to the tuning condenser.
The L.F. transformers
are mountedat rightangles,and if these have
metal cases or earthing terminals these
:

objects ; this refers to wires carrying H.F.
currents. The panel sockets are of the
insulated bushed type. The condensers are
all tubular H.T. type, and the resiston of
the i-watt midget type.
The wire's are taken by the shortest
possible path, and the panel is earthed
but should not be used as a common earth
returh. All the switches except the wa*echange one are of the toggle type. A pushpull switch is used for wave-changing, but
any other good self-cleaning type will do.
It should make a good contact which will
not fail with time.
The tuning condenser may be of any
convenient type, and should be provided
-

.

..

,.'ss.

a,.'

I

.,

*

.-

4s

s
.

The panel

of

s

the oscillator unit sho.zing the various controls.

should be earthed.
The translbrmers
hould be of the small type, if possible.

Wiring Details
The wiring should be done with very
thick wire, and sleeving may be ,used to
insulate it. Any wires on the H.F. side
should e kept away as much as possible
from one another, and from earthed

with a large dial, preferably marked ¡n
degrees ; the volume control should also
have a marked dial. The valveholders
are baseboard mounting type, and both
the valves are metaffised. Flex leads
are brought out to the two batteries, as
shown in the first illustration on this
page.
To

be concluded.

a! circuit diagram.

d.e.c. wire and the L.W. and reaction coils
with 30 d.s.c. wire.
These are actual
vales, but others slightly different will do.
When winding, and in any doubt of the
right size of slots (due to errors in making)
t put on a few extra turns, as these can easily
be removed later to cover the exact wavelengths. The reaction winding is quite
adequate to give strong reaction, and its
number of turns is not critical.
The tòrmer is mounted on its
end, the
L.Wsection being at the bottom, and a
thinpiece of cardboard or ebonite is
pledd across the top and a screw or bolt
holds this, pressing the coil to the basebóard.

Assembling and Wiring

This is perhaps the most important part
of the construction of this unit, and upon
its accuracy will depend the good working
of the whole outfit.
The layout of the components is simple
4
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The Octode Frequency Changer
A Brief Exptenation of
MANY amateurs find the multi-elec-

trode frequency changer difileult
to understand, and it is felt that
there i a need for a simplified and yet
concise description of its action.
The superhet principle, in which we mix
two oscillations and rectify their sum to
produce another oscillation at their difference frequency, is easily understood when

Us

Functions
This intermediate frequency signal, to
which the anode circuit is tuned, svili he
amplified and passed on to the I.F. stages
for further amplification.

current would swing between the limits PQ.
If, however, a signal of 3 volts peak is
applied with the oscillator delivering an
output of 4.5 volts peak, the anode current
pulses will depend on the combined effects
of oscillator and signal-grid voltages.
Now as these oscillations differ in
frequency, they will alternately produce
similar and opPosite effects on the anode
current, assisting and
opposing each other
at the difference in

Function. of Screens
Considerable advantages attend the use
of this valve as a frequency changer,
the most important being the fact that the
screen G3 prevents interaction between the
signal and oscillator circuits. This, besides
allowing the signal to affect the frequency
of-the oscillator, would, in the absence of
G3, permit the aerial to radiate the local
oscillation and cause interference in other
nearby receivers.
G5, the second screen, also prevents
interaction between the I.F. and signal and
oscillator circuits, and in conjunction with
the suppressor grid G6 increases the
impedance of the valve, and both these
effects contribute considerably towards
increasing the selectivity of the I.F. anode
circuit.
Unfortunately, there, is always some
disadvantage, and although it is unimportant at the normal broadcast frequencies,
on the short waves there is still some
residual coupling between the signal and
oscillator circuits which tends to affect
the stability and frequency of the
oscillator.
The effect is sometimes reduced by
connecting a small condenser between the
signal and oscillator grids. A better

frequency.
When the oscillator
and signal grids both
swing positive the
anode current wifi have
value A, and when they
both wing negative
the anode current will

havevalueB.

Fig.

1

When these grids are
acting in opposition to
each other the current
can only swing between
the limits C and D,
because when the
oscillator grid swings
positive and the signal
grid negative,the anode
current will be value C;
and when the signal
grid swings positive
and the oscillator grid
negative, the anodé
current will be value D.

.-Circuit of octole frequency changer.

using the detector type frequency changer,
but With the electronic type nìixerthe opetation appears very complex until explained
by the application of valve characteristics.
Fig. i shows the usual octode circuit with
the oscillator grid tuned to the desired
oscillator frequency by the coil Li and the
condenser Cl, the oscillation being maintamed by feedback through 02 and the
reaction coil L2.
The voltage on Gi will rise and fall at
the oscillator frequency and will determine
the density of the electron stream which can
pass through the ocillator section. These
electrons then come under the influence of
the positive screen G3, which attracts them
towards the pentodo section of the valve
where they are retarded by the negative
bias on G4, forming n " cloud " between
G3 and G4, which is referred to as the
virtual cathode.
Fig. 2.-Graphical representation of aclion of ocioJe frequency changer.
This cloud of electrons will vary in
density with the voltage and frequency of
From this it can be seen that the pulses method is to use the octode as a mixer
the çscillator grid, and at the same time
will act as a cathode for the remainder of of anode current will rise and fall at the with a separate valve as oscillator.
This is the method used ¡n the triodo
frequency, thus giving rise to an
the valve, which can be considered as a difference
pentode amplifier of the incoming signal " intermediate frequency ' ' component of hexode, but this is outside the scope of th
present article.
anode current.
to which the circuit L and C is tuned.

I. F. Current

Hence, it can be seen that the current in
the LF. circuit depends on the voltgo
applied to both the signal and oscillator
grids, and the combined effects of these two
oscillations can best be understood by
reference to Fig. 2.
The steady grid bias on the signal grid
is assúmed to be 3 volts negative, whilst
that on the oscillator grid is 4.5 volts
negative, and it is seen that with no signal
and an oscillator output of 4.5 volts peak,
the anode current will rise and fall between
the limits XY at oscillator frequency.
Conversely, with no local oscillation and a
signal iñput óf 3 volts peak the anode
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Problems

Amateur Receiver Design-15

of

This Çoncluding Article of ¶he Series Expkins More About the Power-supply System of A.C.

Receivers, and Deels With the Question of Power Supply in Universal Mains Sets

month the general design of the

H.T. and L.T. supply unit for A.C.
JAST
receivers was described in relation to

valve rectifiers, so now we may consider
the que8tion aS it applies when using metal
rectifiers. First, however, there are one or
two points to clear up regarding the use of
a thermal-delay switching arrangement.
This type óf switch is very desirable for
inclusion in the H.T. lead from the rectifier
when it has a directly,-heatéd filament, or
when it is of the metal type, and when the
receiver output valve has an indirectlyheated cathode.

H.T. Switching
It has previously

been shown in this
series that in a case such as that just
referred to, tIere would be a very high JJ.T.
voltage developed across the various
snioóthing and by-pass condensers in the
interval between switching on the mains
supply and the time that the receiver
valves cornmend to pass their nornial
H.T. current this period of time may be
anything up to 40 seconds. The trouble
can be overcome most easily by arranging
that the output from the rectifier shall not
he applied tothe condensers until the valve
cathodes have reached their normal operating temperature. A manual switch could be
used for this purpose, but it is far better
to use some foim of automatic arrangement,
sich as that illustrated in Fig. 1
The thermal-delay switch consists essentially of a hi-metal strip which carries
one. contact. Around the strip are a few
turns of resistance wire ; a current is
passed through this wire, and the heat
leveloped causes the bi-metal strip to bend
;

-

By FRANK 'PRESTON

Voltage-doubler Connections.

but it is better to allow rather too much
than too little to ensure that the valve
cathodes really have attained their working
temperature.

Fig. 3 shows the connections required
when using a metal rectifier in a voltage-

doubler circuit, similar to that described
when dealing with the supply of H.T. for
battery receivers. In this case, it is assumed
that a Type H.T.16 metal rectifier is used;
dus gives an unsmoôthed output òf 330
Use of a Metal Rectifier
The simI)lest forni of metal-rectifier volts at 60 mA. when supplied by a transformer having an H.T. secondary rated
at 240 volts, 200 mA. In this ease it will
be seen that the transformer voltage is
less than the output voltage (because of
the voltage-doubling), but that a higher
current is required to produce the total
output power in watts.
The voltage-doubler circuit can be cousidered in most respects as having the same
advasttages as full-wave rectificatioti of
any other form. Additional large-capacit'
fixed condensers are required to complete
__________________
_________________
-,the voltagedoubler circuit, as has preHTviously been explained in this series of
Va/ve h'ers
articles. It is not necessary to detail the
____________i
components, since the same principles
Fig. I .-Connections for a thermal-delay H. T. apply as with the valve-rectifier circuits
from
switch. The heating resistance may be fed
explained last month. It will be seen that
the valve-heater winding of the transformer, as the voltage-doubler condensers are in
shown, or from the rectifier-healer winding, when series across the D.C. supply, and therefore
is provided.
Ih
that they may have a lower working voltage
than the smoothing condenser. The system
circuit is shown in Fig. 2, where it will be of including fuses is also comparable with
seen that half-wave rectification is em- that referred to last month.
ployed. This suffers froni precisely the
same' iaadvantages as does half-wave Alternative Outputs
rectification using a valve, the chief of these
It should be explained that the maximum
being that smoothing is less easily carried
out than when full-wave rectification is Output voltage figures are those given by
rectifiers referred to before smoothing,
employed. The most important advantage the
.___1 LL_.r..._. L1..4. s1_ _
a.J1u Iut,reore uini Ule auas
voirage
obtained will be lower than the higher figure
given. This explains why, in both Fig. i
Fig. 2. - Conneciions and Fig. 2, a range of voltage output is
IA
for a half-wave meld jndicated. Only two rectifiers have been
rectifier, such as the referred to, but there is a fairly wide range
Westinghouse type H. T. of Westinghouse metal rectifiers suitable
I 7. which has
an un- for H.T. supply ; consequently, it ja
smoothed output of 225 possible to obtain one suitable for most
volts, 100 mA.
needs. Additionally, of course, the H.T.
AC
output can be varied by using different
mains transformera, as long as the völtage
that may be fornid in this system arises when is not greater than
specified Tn
a particular rectiflr is suitable for an the makers' instructions as suitable for the
easily obtainaile transformer, and when maximum output. An indication of the
the resultant output is just corect for the " regulation " provided can be gained
receiver being designed. There is, of course, from the fact that the voltage at halfthe further advantage of simplicity and the current load. from the H.T.16 is 515, and
need for few condensers. To compensate from the H.T.17 350 volts. These compare
for the voltage drop across the rectifier, the with full-load voltage figures of 330 and
transformer must supply a higher voltage 225 respectively.
,

T_t

t

L-J

.11. i.

25A
100ITh4
I

4mfd

I

1.17I

im

t

.

that its contact touches a second fixed
contact. By so designing the strip asid the
amount of insulating wire wound round it
that the contacts close in the same time as
that taken for the valve cathodes to heat
up we cn obtain precisely the result required. In practice, the connections to the
resistance-wire heater are taken to an
L.T. winding on the mains transformer,
while the two H.T. contacts are in the
positive circuit from the rectifier, as shown
Fig.
.in Fig. i.
so

.

.

Thermal-delay Switches

tht

.

-

3.
A voltagedoubler rectifier circuit
using a metal rectifier
such as the Westinghouse
Type H.T.l6,
which gives an unsmoothed o u t p u t of
339 volts, 60 mA. s

1T+

jjatdAcJ1
OOOOOO

SOmA

There are a few different types of T.D.
switch, one of' which is mounted in a bakelite case ; another takes the geisera outward form of a threeeleet.rode valve.
4rnfd
Models are available for optratiosi from
HT4- or 6-volt supplies, and one is ehoseti which
will operate from the valve-heater vindisìg
or, sometimes, in the ase of a valve than tlia which is required as D.C. output.
rectifier. from the rectifier filament winding. In the example shown in Fig. 2, the output
Vhen tue switch is of tlìc type fitted in a is taken as being in the region of 225 volts
bakelite container there is generally en (before smoothing) at MIO mA, whilst the
adjuting screw so that the time required required output from the transformer is
for the'contacts to close for a given heater 250 volts at 150 mA. These figures are
voltage can be varied over a small range. those given by the makers for the Type
In most eases 30 seconds is a suitable tune, H.Td7.
.

.

,

200mA

AC

i

A.C./L).C. Power Supply
The power-supply system for A.C./D.C.
receivers is, as might be expected, a compromise A rectifier is required for use as
such when an A.C. supply is connected, but
this acts simply as a seHes resistor when
the receiver is fed from D.C. The heater
.

.
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circuits are wired in series and are fed
directly from A.C. or D.C. &eording to
the nature of t
upp1y. We may consider
the L.T. arrangements first, and reference
should be made to Fig. 4, which shows the
H.T. and L.T. supply portions of a typical
kind of superhet receiver. First the mains
supply is taken through a pair of lowresistance H.F. chokes, which act as stoppers
to any H.F. which may be superimposed
on the.D.C. supply. Across the " receiver"
end of these is a .01 mfd. fixed condenser
rated at not less than 300 volts working (to
give a fair margin of safety) which also
acts as a " suppressor " of maine-borne
inteçference in conjunction with the chokes.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

but if used must be of a type specialty made
for this purpose,

.L.T. Vottage Control
It may be explained here that the

barretter i8 a special form ofresistanee lamp
which has the property of varying in
resistance according to the voltage applied
across it. Because of this, it maintains the
current constant over a range of voltages.
The reader may be surprised to observe

that the heaters are not wired in " circult
sequence," the wiring going first Lo the
rectifier, then to the variable-mu pentode
used as I.F. amplifier, to the output tetrode,
the . frequency-changer and finally to the

November, 1941

taken as an example it is assumed that the
LF. valve takes a maximum bias vollage
of. say, 20.. It
1I be remembered that
when using cathode bias the cathode is
raised to a positive potential in relation
to the grid, and in relation to the earth line.
In order to decide on the choice of the
barretter it is first necessary to add together
the voltages of all the heaters in seriesand they must, of course, all be rated at the
same current-and to subtract this frnmn
the mains voltage. The first three heaters
each drop 6.3 volts, the fourth 26, the pilot
lamp 6. and the rectifier 26. Adding these
together we get 77.í volts. and if we

assume a mains voltage of 230 we see that
the barrctter has to drop 152.5 volts.
Since the mains voltage may vary between,
say, 200 and 250 volts. the hai-retter must
cover the range of 122.5 to 172.5 volts.
Assumin that ail the valves are rated at
.3 amp. . we could easily find from valve.
ma.kers catalogues that the Osram type
302, to take one example, would suit our
requirements, since it has a range of 112 to
195 volts at .3 amp.

Valve-heater Current
If the valves 'had .2 amp. or

.18 amp.
heaters a different type of barretter would
be required. Mtema.tieely, use could be
made of a tapped resistor of suitable value
for dropping the " SUPlUs " voltage. That
is far less convenient, however, and does
not provide the same safeguard against
mistakes in making mains connections, as
does the barretter. A barretter is always
de5izable in a receiver of the type under
discussion; and is not costly, while having
Fig. 4.-This s!eIeIon thcuil shows the arrangement of the heater wirisg and rectifier connections
a long life. Most b-arretters, it should be
in a typical superhet receiver of the AC/DC type. The tapped resistor in the anode crcuit of the
explained in passing. have a screw cap base
rectifier is IsO! always necessary, auJ the combined ¿reak-círcait fuse and pilot lamp is an apilone!
of the type often found on high-wattage
fitting.
electric lamps and described as an E..
fitting.
From the positive supply side (when double-diode triode. The object in planning
It will be seen in Fig. 4 that a tapped
using D.C. mains) the circuit is through a the " route " is to reduce to the greatest resistor is shown in series with the mains
barretter or dropping resistor, and then possible extent the voltage existing between lead to the anode of the rectifying valve.
through each of the valve heaters back to the heaters and cathodes of all the valves. Normally, this is not required, but it may
the negative side of the supply. In the If this voltage were very high there may be necessary in aulne insta'ñoes if the
circuit shown a 6.5 volt lamp, of special be a danger of insulation breakdown maximlun anode voltage of the output
type and designed to carry the same current between the two electrodes.
valve is less than the reifier supplies at
The cathode of the rectifier is at full mains full mains voltage. The value of the reajgas the valve heaters, is included in series
to act as a fuse and also as a pilot lamp or positive potential, if we ignore the voltage tor is found by dividing the voltage to be
scale-illuminating lamp. This is optional drop across the valve, and in the circuit dropped by the total H.T. current in amps.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
Retords for Teaching Marine Erigmeers
training men for engine rooms in

IN United States ships,

recordings are now
being made at sea of the characteristk
sounds in internal combustion engines.
effects of faulty valves, etc. These recordings can then he brought back to the
classrooms on land, amplified to corresponding loudness, and played for the
budding engineers, enabling them to hear
actual sounds of engines running normally
and engines in difficulties-while the
instructors point out the significant sounds
that the trained engifleer strains his ear for.

Radio Sets as Weapons of War

"

APIO receivers, which look so innocent,

are no mere luxuries-they are
one of the most merciless weapons of
modern warfare," said J. S. Knowison,
president, addressing the Radio Manufacturera'
Association at Chicago recently.
" The. stati'stics
of our own country
reveal the terrific importance of radio iii
the dissemination of news and the forming
of public opinion. The 50,000,000 sets in
operation show the trémendous hold that
radio has."
-

A palien! a! the Royal Northern Hospital unde,goin

short-wave ircatnunl lo ari injured hand.
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The "Fluxite Quins"

at %Vork

RADIO AND TELEVISION

FLUX,re

AiJ

PMENT

SoLOE,p?M-

.

STILL

but stocks

TRANSFORMERS
SPECIAL OFFER

are falling

Made by Standard Te!ephones. Beauti5 in. by 4 in.,
350-0-350 V., 120 m.a. Four tanpings
giving 4 y. 2 m.a., 4 y. 8 amps., 3 V. 3
amps.. and 20 y. i amp. Brand new
and unused.
25/- each, carriage

There's a loud speaker round about 'ere
Thai keeps saying things mighty queer.
I've just fixed that set
With FL UXITE, and qetThere it goes. once again f Can you hear

See

by

that FLUXITE

is

forward.
?

Ex-Television manufacturer.
Heavy
duty mains transformers. Input 240 y.
A.C.
One tapping at 5,000 V. max.
20 amps.,
and one for supplying
filament of Mullard HBR 2 6.3 y. at
.65 ampsì.
Shrouded in metal box,
10/6 each, carriage forward.

always

you-in the house-garage-

-

workshop
wherever speedy
soldering is needed. Used for 30
years in government works and
by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers-in
tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.

TELEVISION
EQUI PMENT

Ask to see the FLU XITE
SMALL-SPACE SOLDERING
SET-compact but substantial

-complete with full
tions,
TO

CYCLISTS !

Your wheels

unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND
SOLDERED. This makes a much

stronger wheel. /t's simple-with
FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT

The FLUXITE GUN is always
ready to put Fluxite on the
soldering job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quantity on the right spot and one
charging lasts for ages. Price
1/6,

or filled

electrolytics, etc., etc. Peutode output transfariner chokes resistors trimmer,
Idas
electrolytics ; mica kiìil tubular condensers
sliort-ivave coils, etc., etc. New and unused as
received from the actual iiiaiiiifaeturer's warehouse, 67/B, plus 216 for packing.
Time Base Chasls. For 8-in. cathode ray t,ila.
Size 17 in. x 14} in. X 2 in., eoittaiiiing approxi.
iiiately thirteen fixed resistors, ranging fron,
15,000 ohms to i megohni. five variable resistors.
2,000 to 20,000 ohms, approximately 14 varions
tabular and electrolytic cojidensers, also sundry
focus and scanning coils and chokes. Price 30/each.
(Coitlidete circuit and service manual
available. pri'e Bd. each.) ('arriage forward,

for leaflet on CASE-HARDENING STEEL, and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE.
FLUXITE
LTD. (Dept. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

;

Beaittifull
finished , lili
i,
new
i'l'I,e-I e,ordinary
cadmium-plated Chassis.
type, but superbly made, 16 iii. x I:
X 4 iii.
Drilled for 6 valves, transfornier, etc., 4/- earl,.
Also heavy gauge metal chassis, lìnished battleship grey, 12 in. x 5
X 2
In., 1/3 earl,.
Also 9 in. x IO in. x
iii.. i '3 each, sial II in, x
i) O. X 21 iii., 1,6 escI,.
tu
,illc'd for vsl'e,t,'.
I

iii.

iii.

ì

AMPLIFIERS
Four-valve. live-watt, 220-230 e. AC. shock'
ir(a,f, heavy aLige chassis, two triodes giving
, ivatt uii,Iislorted Output for grani aiitl mike.
I O-in. energised speaker
4bsolutely complete.

.,

l)rahld new. £6/B!-.
'Eltree-valve 'I-watt, 220.230 V. A.C. (iralilol,houe Aiiipliliers. Mude for R.A.F. to Governnient spccitleal bit.
Slightly used. Pentode
output, tliree-positloii toue control. super P.M
Sl»'akci' ill ,,slir,aii ',iI,ii,et £5 5 -.

..

.

\'Iioii huit, to

fit

fune lIsse,. Complete unit8 consisting
of 8 M.iiilard 'l.tl.E.4 and one Mazda Dl valves,
oli above

,l,,iit :, resistances and 50 condensers of
varions values. Includes also ,,rious chokes,
rejector, gnu and band-pass coils sud a WO
\Veat ei'tor.
Completely wired and screened.
_\s receive,! fro,,, inainifacturer.
Valves alone
ill.,, worth 15/- each.
To clear few remaining
556. plus 2/ti ieickiiìz, carriage forward. (Coni.
ulule Circuit, ai,I service manual Bd. carli.)
itiso

SPEAKERS
:v-os'erIi,'t.

Sui-dal le,ia l\li projection
Ideal for factories, A.I!.P. and
out-dOor P_4. Super G-iii. l'.\t. unit alunìiiiiuin
horn 4i iii. loii nt Ii lIare :li in . illaineI er.
iiii*(laiìce :ì() oliiii. l'en iii V o clear, £7;18/6.

Seakgrs.
I

t

;

huis 5/6 for laki
Also a liiiiite,l umher of

216.

Write for Free Book on the art
of " soft " soldering and ask

('(l'-or lolevisio,, Receivers, can be adapt.eil for
Iluilly scientific requirements.
Impossible t0
obtain through ordinary channels. Complete
instrument includes time base and sound chassis
(television somit!
veband only), 11.1'. transl'uriner for tube su ly, transformer for heater
sud valves. 8-in. energised speaker, 13 valves,
7 variable resistances for volume, contrast,
trimiiiing, etc., i,aiiks of condensers, resistances,
etc. On heavy metal chassis lflin. x 101o. x Sin.
All completely wired ready for use.
With
Cit. tube electrostatic deflection and focus
type, No. 324-t. overall lenisth ahiprox. 19 ii,..
diameter of tube, approx. 6 iii., iii beautiful
walnut table cabinet, measuring approx. 12 in.
X 21 in. x lOi, in. Price £17, plus 2/6 for lacking,
carriage forward.
Similar instrument but with CIII. tubo, type
No, 3221, overall length 20 in. with 7h in. diameter in walnut pedestal cabinet, la in. , O in.
X 36 in.
Pr!ce £18/5/-.
his S u pSekiliL.
carriage tories rd.

I

;

will NOT keep round and true,

TELEVISION

CHASSIS

Power Park s,si Amplilier (hasis. Includes
heavy iiiaius transtönner :1i0-O-330, 120 nia.
with I tappings. High voltage traiisfornser for
supplying C.R. tube. Varions coisdensers, includiiìg 1 X 16 mfd. 5l) volt, working, I-16
nsfd. 130 voIt working, 50 x i0 X 2 mfd. BI.

instruc-

716.

I

COSSOR

tul job, weight 12 lb..
"

AVAILABLE

i

f

CATHODE RAY TUBES
SPECIAL OFFER
A number of Magnetic Type Cathode
Ray Tubes are available from stock.
Unobtainable from ordinary sources,
they have many electrical and scientific
applications. As examples, we quote
the following, all tubject to being
unsold. Approximately 8-in. diameter,
£4 ; 10-in.,
5 ; 12-in., £6.
Cannot
be repeated. All tubes must be collected
by

purchaser.

No

responsibility

accepted for carriage.

BUY NOW-CANNOT REPLACE!
-Unless

N.B
items are marked carriage forward or collection by purchaser, sufficient
postage must be included with all orders. London readers are invited to isspect our stocks.
See also our classified advertisement on page iii.

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES
23. LISLE

STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
(GERRARU 2969)
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one's log complete in all essential details.
You can see for yourselves what we mean,
by" reading his letter:
Besides having taken up Morse seriously, I have recently begun to keep adaily
log of reception conditions from all the five
continents, noting down details of wind,
clouds, age of moon and times of its rise and
set. This gives me a fair indication of the
best times and conditions under which
is there ? My reasons are these : The countries that I may wish to receive may
present name is far too long, it is rather a be logged. The only continent which I
big mouthfu' you will agree and also a bit fail to recçive regularly is Australasia. But
of a tongue-twister. I think that a title considering that the RX used is only an
like R.A.C.. (Radio Amateurs' Club) or o-v-perìtode with an E-W " inverted L"
something on similar lines would be better; anteuna, 2Oft. high and 49fr. long in all,
still, I am only one out of thousands of this is not SI1r1)rising. I would like to get
touch with anyone about my own age
B.L.D.L.C. members.
" Lastly, I should like to correspond in
(16!,) interestgd in S.W. listening."
with a member about my own age ( f6years)
who is interested in &W. radio and general A Good Installation
wireless work, here or overseas.
" Has aiiy reader got November and 1IAEMBER 6,950, of Wolverhamptois, in
gives a good
December, 1940, inanes of Pnacncan IVI hisoffirst letter toweus,
hope that in his
account
his den, so
WIRELESS, please, that I can buy?"
letter he will be able to tell us of aome
This member's Q.R.A. is 67, Liehfield next
of "the results he obtains with his R.X's.
Road, Bloxwich, WalsaIl, Staffs.
Here is a short description of my rig.
For my den I have taken over the spare
Station Details
bedroom, this being ideal as it is dry and
ANE\ Member, 6,993, of Monmouth, near to my aerials.
sends us some details he h&s received
"The rig contains 3 R.X's and a 2fwatt
from the G.E.C. cosicerniug their latest class Bamplifier, which I irse for reproducing
so here they are:
station
gramophone records and home broadcasting.
" The WGEO,
G,E.C. of Schenectady state that One R.X. is a triode vevsion of " P.W." Long
the new 100,000-watt WGEO is scheduled Range 8ingle Valve, which, when coupled
to go into operation late in AuguaL The to my amplifier, gives me all the volume
remarkable increase in the station's effective I want.
" The other two R.X's are short-wavers,
power is due to the use of special directional
antennas designed by Dr. E. F. W. one being a Premier 2-valve de luxe lit
Also their transmitter using an &G. det., transformer coupled to
Alexanderson.
KGEI in San Francisco lias been re.styled a pentode output.
" The remaining ELX. is a standard
and incorporating like WGEA two of the
designed vacuum tubes.
newly
baseboard
2-valver, being a triode detector
" The transmitter is now located at
R.C. coupled to triode power as output.
in
Belmont, California. Studio is situated
All power for the S.W. sets is taken froni
San Frsncisco's Faíi-mont Hotel, occupying batteries, but high tension for my amplifier
3,000 feet of flooI space."
is taken from an eliminator. My aerial
system is a SOft. inverted L aerial 40ff.
Complete Logging
I also have a 7ft. copper tube
high.
high.
WE print this letter from Member 6,845, 5ø't.
"
Is it stifi possible to obtain the
of Littlecroft, Hawley Road, Littlehampton, Sussex, benusc it shows that B.L.D.L.C. membership badge ?"
(Hon. Sec. : Yes, club badges are still
another member is carrying out the method
we have so often advised. namely. making available at Is. each.)

British [nci-Dista ricè
stcriers"CI u b

VI

i

Group Working
\YJHJLST there are fresh avenues to
VV
explore wheR one is interested in
radio, the problem wisieb is arising amongst
our correspondents is which one to take.
Many are barred to the beginners, or thoae
who have yet to complete their installatien, because of lack of suitable apparatus
By this we also nean
and equipment
testing gear, therefore their experimental
work has to be of a more simple. though
not tiecessarily 1es interesting, na.ure.
One of our readers of many years' stamiing kas been thinking over this long evening
problem, and has been good enough to let
He thinks that
5th have his suggestion.
many interesting and instructive hours
could be spent on matters relating to coils,
and. bearing in mind the present shortage
of such components, he suggests flint no
time like the present cu1d be better for
enthusiasts to start constructing various
types and sizes of medium, dual-range and
8.w. coils, provided we published sufficient
constructional and theoretical details to
forni the basis of such work. We are of the
opinion that the proposition is very sound,
añd in our next issue it is hoped that the
desired article will be included.
There must be many members who have
compiled some useful data on such matters,
and we suggeat that they continue the good
work during this winter, hei instead of
keeping all the information to themaelves,
they pass it ang to Headquarters, so
that through this page all members may
share in the experiences and knowledge
they have gained. This brings us to the
title at the top of this column, Group
Working. We have had so many examples
already of what can be lost by working by
oneself, that we wish to encourage members
in the .various districts to get together
more and, even if it is not feasible to carry
out experimental work together. at least
discuss the results of individual tests,
compare notes and swap experiences, hints
and tips, etc.. so that the maximum
interest and work is obtained.' The subject
matter suggested. namely, coils, is ideal
for such an arrangement, as members
could each undertake to take a certain line
of research before the next meeting, and if
careful notes are made, such meetings
should he. highly instructive and appleciated by all taking part. Well, as usual,
we want your views and suggestions, so
fill in one of the long evenings by writing
us a letter.

What Do You Say ?

have received a long and very
interesting letter from Member
6,960, v'ho is putting in some excellent
work with the Air Force Cadets. We are
.unable to print all of his letter, but there
is
one part which we feel all niembers
should have a chance of reading, and that
is this:
" I should like to make one very big
suggestion, that is to change the name of
the club. I expect I shall be shouted
down, but still there is no harm in askiiìi.
WE

COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS, AND
HOW

TO

Edited by
5

J!

-,

F.

J.

THEM.

CAMM.

from Gao. N,,',,,s. Lfd.. T,ner
',,ihamt'Ion 5Ùee1. Strand, Lo..do., I5'.Ci.

5/6
..'

MAKE

h1, po..t

At ¡lie CenJrøi Ordntzncr Depot in S.E. England inplzments of war are asseniblea',
repaired amt overhauled. Nofhin is wasted. and ow' iio.iration shows women
salvaginí all the useful parle from damaged radio equipment.
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Tuning Indicator

A Novel System Especially
Suitable for Midget Receivers
TliE present trend in the design of
radio
receivers is
so-called
" table model" andtoward
" midget sets."
Electrical research is in advance of this
trend and, it may be said generally, substantialiv the only factor inhibiting the
açhievement of the ultimate in compactness
is the necessity of providing a readily
readable tuning indicator.
The object of this article is to describe
some embodiments of an indicator which is
more compact than the usual indicator,
yet employs the same spacing and size of
indicia.
This is achieved by dividing each main
waveband into a number of discrete subbands, each o1 which is allotted to a given
range of movement of the tuning shaft,
and by providing a separate cursor for each
segmental scale and moving each cursor
into indicating relation with its particular
scale only when the receiver is being tuned
through that particularscale of wavelengths.

Fig. L-A corner
a cabine!, showing the new tuning
indicator. Fig. 2.
-(Right) Aliollow
drum segment.

of

at the bottom of that scale. Movement of
the knob 7a in a clockwise direction to
alter the tuning of the condenser 9 will
cause this cursor line 14 to move upwards
on its scale, the other cursor lines (15 and
16) being concealed the while beneath the
lower edge of the window 3. Continued
movement of the knob 7a, shaft 7, conSeparate Scales
denser D and drum 8 will cause the cursor
For example, if the medium waveband line .14 to entirely sweèp the scale and to
is represented normally by a scale 6ins. disappear from view hehid the top edge
long, the 6m. scalo may be replaced by
IlIslIIrIIrIU!iIIIII1ll55
/4.5

three discrete 2m. scales each provided
with a separate cursor.
Referring to Fig. I, the cabinet i is
provided with an opening 2, in the rounded
upper front edge, containing a transparent
or translucent scale-bearing window 3.
Three parallel scales 4, 5 and 6, are provided,
each one covering 60 degrees of rotation
of the tuning condenser 9 and the indicia
on the scales are arranged in sequence. A
hollow drum segment 8, shown in Fig. 2, is
mounted on the control shaft 7 and behind
the window 3.
A coloured band of paper, 10, is fixed to
the cylindrical surface of the drum and
extends over 180 degrees. The drum itself
extends 240 degrees about its shaft , and
the 60 degrees end segment 11 of its surface
will thus be blank. Cursor lines for the
separate scales 4, 5 ajid 6 comprise the
horizontal edges 14, 15 and 16 of the
coloured paper, and may be formed by
cutting the single sheet IO in the stepped
formation shown in Fig. 2. Alternatively,
as shown in Fia. 3, the cursor lines may
çomprise the horizontal transverse edges
of the separate ribbons 14a, 15e, 16a. A
dial lamp 17 may be provided.
When the knob 7a on the end of the
tuning shaft 7 is tumed to bring the blank
section 11 in register with the scale section
14, the horizontal cursOr line 14 will appear

selectively illuminating these separate
" band scales." Instead of using a drum
the cursors may be mounted directly on
the control shaft 7, as shown in Fig. 5.
An embodiment of the idea which
utilises a plane dial with concentric scale
segments A1 A2 is shown in Figs. 6-7.
The cursors comprise annular strips 14, 15,
suitably disposed on a disc 20 that is
secured to the control spindle 7.
Upon rptation of the control knob 7a
the transverse edges 14e and 15e of the
___________________
strips 14, 15, sweep the scales A1 A2 in
sequence in the manner already described
with reference to Figs. 1-5.
In order that the whole dial surface can
be utilised for imparting information, the
scales A1 A2 may be duplicated at B1 B2,
and additional cursors ltd and 15d provided
respectively for scales B1 and B2. The A
Fig. 3.-(Left) Alter- group of scales, for example, may indicate
native indicating drum. the tuning in kilocycles, while the B group
Fig. .4.-(Above) indicates in wavelengths.
This system was developed in the
Another method of
arranging the segasen- laboratories of the Radio Corporation of
America.
tal scales.

of the window, at which instant the cursor
line 15 appears at the bottom of its scale 5.
Similarly, when the line 15 has completed
its movement over its scale, the third
cursor line 16 appears at the bottom of
the third scale 6 and travels upwards

IPERS5ÌI

thereover upon continued rotation of the
knob 7a.

For Multiband Sets
Referring to Fig. 4, when this arrangement is applied to two-band or to multi.
band sets, the drum 8 and the sa1e surface
3 may be made wide enough to accommodate. a plurality of groups, A and B respectively, ofsegmental scales, in which case
the usual provision may be made for

A

The Ministry of Supply announced
recently that Mr. Carleton L. Dyer had
been appointed Director of Tank Materials
and Construction. Mr. Dyer was for many
years managing director of.the Philco adic
and Television Corporation (G.B.), Ltd.

It was announced recently by Messm
Wright and Weaire, Ltd., that R. H. Fox.
and R. W. Merriek have been appointed tc
the board of directors. Both have been ir
the service of the company for many years,
Mr. Fox will be works director and Mr.
Merrick, sales director.
Mr. R. Milburne Wright, whose suddeu
death was announced recently, was one ol
Bush Radio's best-known representatiies,
and had been with the company since its
inception.

Fig. 5.-Cursors mounted on
the control shaft.

Figs.

6 an'4

7.-Plain

dials with concentric

segments.

Mr. Arthur Chamberlain, whose death was
recently announced by the OEE.C., joined
the board in 1918, having been associated
with the firm ofChamberlain and Hookham,
Ltd.. Birmingham, which was absorbed by
the G.E.C. at that time.
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Music QS Q LQnguQge
How

it

CQn Be Better Understood

By

and Appreciated

Our Music Critic. MAURICE REEVE

IT

is a regrettably, often-heard comment,
after " classical," or so-called " highbrow," music has been listened to,
that it is " beyond " the person who heard
it. " I'm afraid it leaves me cold" ; "It
doesn't seem to contain anythiug that one
can get hold of " ; " There doesn't seem to
be any tune in it," are the types of remark
made by the " unmusical " when forced to
listen to good music.
Let us examine some of the reasons for
this unfortunate state of affairs-a state
which is the cause of many of our empty or
half-empty concert halls-and see if we
can do something to stimulate at least a
desire to put the matter right. For that is
really aU that is rea1ly wrong ; a mistaken
attitude, and a cvrong approach to the
music. These good people either. look for
something that is not there, and never was
intended to be there. or they completely
miss what is there. Or both. Just as we
don't expect to find a cathedral when we
look at a block of flats, or to hear a farce
played when we go to a tragedy at the
theatre, so must we not expect to find a
number of ingredients in a musical work
which can only be found in works belonging
to a totally different genre. " Get to know
your man " is a text which is as applicable
in music as in anything else.

Four Important Points
I should say that there are four main

reasons why the major works of music
seem so formidable and indigestible to so
many people. And for the purposes of this
short essay I will define them broadly as
follows

Their length.
The " thickness " and complexity
of their texture.
The employment of " themes"
rather than ' ' melodies."
Their psychology, or character.
Let us briefly deal with each in turn.
1. The first two of the four points just
mentioned unquestionably form the great
barrier to the appreciation and understanding of classical music by thousands of
people who are sufficiently cultured and
sensitive to patronise many of the other
arts. I don't think there is a symphony
that takes less than half an hour to
perform, or, Mozart and Haydn excepted,
a work of chamber music or a concerto.
This, it must be admitted, is " quite a
mouthful," if the listener knows little or
nothing of the language of music; or of the
principles on which a work of this kind is
built up (part of the same thing). We
wouldn't expect them to listen for anything
from 30 to 45 minutes to a diatribe in
French or German if they hadn't learned
so much as to say " yes, please," or " no,
thank you " in those languages,even if we,
understanding them, knew that the said
dia.tribe was: marvellously romantic, thrilhug, exciting, or what not.
.

Form and Construction
This brings us to the vitally important
question of form and construction. I we
can get to know how the work is going to

unfold, then we shall follow that unfolding
with absorbed interest. With practice in
the art of listening we shall grow to
anticipate each feature as it is due to
appear, at thesame time as we shall experience the thrill of pleasure when a composer
of genius varies the form or introduces
new elements. At the same time we shall
grow to retain a memory of them as they
pass, thus being able to link them all up
into their connected whole for retrospective
contemplation.
2. A composer with any pretensions to
greatness takes an especial delight in weaving long chains of sounds-chords and
themes, sometimes so small as to be mere
figures going round and round and in and
out ; sometimes a mere embroidery for
the main themes, and at others just for
their own sakes, but all of it giving delight
to
those who appieciate " harmony,"
" counterpoint,"
" fugue," and the other
things which go to make up the texture of
a work of large proportions.
Resolutions which are " postponed " for
so long that we forget whether they have
actually passed us by. " Voices " running
in the closest co-operation with each other,
or rivalling one another in importance and
fighting a sort of war for supremacy ; all
these things and many more-each one a
study in itself-go to make the thrill and
excitement which he who understands the
language of music finds in a Bach organ
toccata and fugue , or a Beethoven first
movement.
All of which is missed
completely when all you look for in a piece
of music is " something to cotton on to
a simple, catchy melody with a tum-tum
accompaniment.

symphonies much more akin in character
to a melody than, say. Beethoven or
Brahms do, because, I have no doubt. he
was more lyrical and less symphonic in

character and temperament.
A symphonie slow movement, and
frequently a finale, is built up on melodies
rather than themes, because they are much
more lyrical in character than the first
movements which are, by the way, the
movements from which symphonies really
derive the whole of their being. A study
of the slow movements of the symphonies
just mentioned will show this very clearly.

Highbrow Music

4. "Highbrow" music is rendered difficult of comprehension by reason of its
having been created with a set purpose in
mind. The jsychology of music is hard to
appreciate until one can get to grips with
its various components. Even when the
listener is as familiarly versed in tones as
he may be with words, he still has to cling
on to every note as it is played. He must,
in fact, be a most tenacious listener if the
profundities of Brahms or the contrapuntal manuvrings of Bach ax to be
relished to their fullest extent.
In short, serious music must be listened
to seriously-you cannot lean back as
with salon music and just wait for the
catchy tunes and rhythms to come along.
A symphony takes anything from one to
two years to complete, an intensity of
labour and mental eoncentr9tióri that few
probably realise.
With the help ofsome study with someone
who can sympathetically nurse the development of one's understanding of these
omponents, the language of
various
Melody and Theme
music is within the reach of thousands
3. This is rather a vexed question, but who, to-day, hardly consider themselves
I don't think it plays an unimportant capable of ever being able to appreciate
part in determining the attitude of many the difference between A and B.
people towards " classical " music.
The difference between a melody and a Sound Pictures
theme might be defined by saying that the
How this marvellous language-the only
former is complete whereas the latter is true and universal tongue ever likely to be
not. A first-class theme, such as all the invented on this planet-can, in the hands
great symphonists use as their " subjects" of a master tone poet, be made to express
Beethoven's fifth, Tsehaikowsky's all the depths of human feeling as corn( see
fifth, Dvorak's New World, and hosts of pletely as Shakespeare or Scott did in
others), invariably begins with magnificent English or Hugo and Balzac in Fiench.
determination and paces down with swag- must form the subject of another article.
gering
stride. But just as we expect the Also, how it is used in the fashioning of
" full stop
and imagine we shall say " sound pictures," of which men like
" By Jove, " that's
a wonderful melody," Debussy and Ravel were such masters. It is
so does it fade away or tail off, leaving no very simple to strike a clump of notes at
impression behindof its having any definite the bottom of the piano and call it a clap
ending. It hasn't. What really happens of thunder or a train smash, to glissando
is that it merges off into those features I down the black keys and say it represents
pointed out in the previous paragraph: a gush of water, or to play a large number
embroidery, harmonic passages, counter- of notes in the top register, very rapidly,
point, etc., according to what the form and and claim it to be a representation of
the character of the work dictate.
rain-drops. Those are imitations. not sound
For those who cannot or do not want to pictures.
treat the work as a whole, this is bound
As a tone poet, a musician creates an
to leave a feeling behind of considerable impression of, say, " the afternoon of a
dissatisfaction.
A " melody " is the faun " or " clouds " (Debussy), " the fouricomplete opposite, and it is not surprising tains of Rome " (Respighi), or " Tintagel"
that we find the most famous melodies in (Bax) every bit as vivid and life-like as
short works, and most notably in songs, painter or poet could. The great difference
where they are governed by the veiue to is that, being something akin to abstract.,
which they are set. Schubert, the king of we must, with music, first of all be told
song writers, uses a type of theme in his what the picture is supposed to represent.
-

"-
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average home-built radiogram has
a disappointingly high hum level,
whether built as a complete radiogram in
the first place, or whether built by uniting
a I)iek-up and gramophone motor with an
existing chassis.
.
It should not be overlooked that where
mains hum is exactly the same on gramophone and radio, it will appear that the
mains hum is worse on the gramophone,
due to the soft passages met with on
gramophone records, which, dropping down
to a volume level approaching that of the
hum, naturally tend to accentuate the
presence of the latter. Where the smoothing arrangements are such that the hum
level, while being the same on radio and
gramophone, is objectionable, the usual
steps must be taken to increase the efficiency
of the smoothing arrangement, a subject
which has already received so much
attention in these columns that it would be
redundant to include it here. On the other
hand, when a noticeable increase in hum is
apparent when switching to gramophone,
very simple steps can be taken to overcome
the trouble. In the first place, it is imposible to over.emphasise the necessity of
earthing the pick-up arm, and for screening
the pickup leads and properly earthing such
icreethhg. Most pick-ups are provided with

ON SMALL

PARTS....

IN

earth terminal, but unfortunately in
severalmakes this earth terminal is not in
proper metallic connection with the whole
arm. This state of affairs arises in those
designs where the tone arm is in two
pieces, earthing of one piece relying entirely
on contact through some swivel or rocker
which, while mechanically sound, is
electrically indifferent. The remedy is, of
course, to earth the odd pieces together, so
that the earth terminal provided is in
metallic contact with the whole structure.
There are usually a number of screws in
various parts of a pick-up terminal, and
it is not difficult to link them together with
flexible wire. Many metal pick.up arms are
finished in black or brown " lacquer," and
care should be taken to see that earthing is
accomplished to pure metal, the lacquer
having been carefully scraped away for the

wholly dependant on the
proved reputation and reliability
of their component parts.
are

lLfl

BULGIN
FOR

SWITCHES
best Radio and small
Electrical Switches in the
world. Every one is the finest
of its class, and the best for any
Snap-action, low and
job.
constant Contact resitance, retiable performance for tens of
thousands of operations : all
these are permanent characteristics.

THE

purpose.

Screening

For screening pick-up leads almost any
screen wire is suitable, provided that it is
reasonably dense, but it is necessary to
take more care in earthing the screening
than would be imagined necessary. In the
absence of a metal band going right round
the screen tubing, it is suggested that one
inch of the screening be unplaited and
twisted together, and the earthing wire
affixed by soldering.
The very position of the gramophone
motor and pick-up causes th leads to these
two components to be more or less patallel,
and for this reason it is desirable, and is, in
fact, general commercial practice to screen
the mains leading to the gramophone motor
for about two feet of their length, starting,
of course, close up to the motor. The
electric motor framb will certainly have an
earthing terminal on it, which should be
duly earthed, and if the motor board is
metal this should also be earthed.
It is not satisfactory to take a single
wire connected in turn at the points above
mentioned, and finishing at the earth
terminai, the most efficient and convenient
arrangement being one wire earthing the
motor and motor board, and a separate
wire earthing the tone arm and pick-up
leads. Reversal of the pick-up leads should
be tried, as in certain types of pick-up, one
particular way round willtend to induce less
hum.

instances quite
intricate pieces of apparatus

countless

All products from the House
of Bulgin are pre-eminent for
superior design and workmanship, and every article bearing
our Trade Mark has to pass
exacting

and

during the
production.

exhaustive tests
course

of

its

That is why every manufacturer of important standing
incorporates Bulgin components.
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you are keen on radio, the R.A.F. needs

AIL

IF your services tor Radiolocation and other

vital radio work.
This is a wonderful opportunity for voti to
get into a highi' specialised job and gain
experience which can be of tremendous va1u to
you after the war.
If ou are not liable for military service,
tiere are excellent opportunities for you to earn
good money in your spare-time as a Ra'lio
Service Engineer.
Never be!ore has there been such a demand
for trained radio men.
Even il you know nothing about radio, we can
train \'ou. You can study at hoine in \'our
spare time and become a qualified Radio
Engineer.
Nmv, more than ever before, the outstanding
merit of our method of tuition is being proved.
Remember, we specialise in Radio, and our
Courses are praised and approved by leading
Radio Authorities.
Waste no time, but post coupon now for free
details of our Modern Home-Studs' Courses in
Radio, Radioloeatiou and Radia, Mathematics.
.

T.

&C. RADIO COLLEGE
Market Place, READINC.

29,
'

(post i,i unsealed envelope, Id. stamp)
Please send me tree details of your Home-Study
Radio Courses.

I

NAME .........................................................

IADDRESS

...................................................

!P.21.

...................................................

I

I

ELECTRADIX

TEST ROOM METERS. ETC.
NEW Weston Mod. 1. Accuracy I of 1% D.C.. portable.
H ranges ma. and amps.
£25. New ditto voltmeter.
3 ranges to 750 volts, £22. New ditto Micro-Ammeter
Mod. 440, 2 ranges. i to 200. £15.
NEW Weston AC. Dynamometer. Mod. 370, 2 rangea.
NEW Weston Mod. 301.
2lin.
panel.
A.C.. O-1 ma., rectifier
type. mc. . £4/10-.
.
NEW 500 V. megger, £10.
LESDSX Commercial Meters.
o-1 ma., flash. 2in. mc.. 55/-.
,
Ditto. 5 ma.. 45!-.
MI. for
A.C.ID.C. surrace i amp. or 3 amps.
or 5 amps. or 10 amps, Limited
number. new. 10!.
w o R X S SWETCBBOARO.
isit. x Bit. complete for AC. Power
and D.C. lighting. Seen now at our aattersea vorks.
Test Panel. 8 ranges. A.C.ID.C. volts and amps, tour Clin.
meters. etc., £12.
MOTOR GENS.. AC/D.C. 5 h.p. Crypto. 230 AO. to
100/160 V..
a. D.C.. £42. D.C/D.C.. 220 V., itobart to
16 volts. SO amps.. £1210-.
J. H. Holmes, 230 V. to 8
volts 250 amps. 828/10f-.
MICRO MOTORS, AC., 8/6. 110 s. i amp.. D.C.. 15.6.
200 e. amp.. 21/-. Dynamos.
V. X 600 s.. 25/-.
SIGNAL (iEAlt. Keys, Buazers, Phones. and Field Eire.
Relays Morse Recorders, Valves. Photo cells Petrol.
Electric sets. etc.. as prey. adrerts. Crystal Seta. 8'S.
Brass inspection lamps. with fleg and plug. 56. 5-10
amp. Lucas RotaX Swltchboxet, 8-way and reversing.

.

.

A

Reader's Activities
I am serving in the
SIR,Althouglt
R.A.F., I stilt find time to keep in
touch with my radio clubs. I am glad to
see that the B.L.D.L.C. and R.S.G.B., of
which I am a member. are still keeping the
" Ham
Fraternity " going strong I shou.ld
like to correspond with any other shortwave enthusiast. Here are a few details on
my activities during thit 1)SSt six months.
I have added a new fiX aliti 1)reseleetor
to my gear. The. RX being a five-valve set,
the valves being 6Q7. 6F6, 6K7G. 6 6G
and 5Y3G. The preselel/tor is a 6J7G
regenerative. In addition, during leave
periods I have built, a vibrator delivering
110 volt., 50 cycles. 70 watts A.C., with a
6-volt input. lam how going to construct
a liC. model for working my battery fourvalve set. I also have a pick-up fitted on
to an old Columbia motor gramophone. I
have not had time for a lot of DXing
silsee, the war, but before that time I
received 70 countries. T have a four-pin
plug in the A.C. main RX for supplying
power for the preselector.
Also this
plug is used for battery supply for.emergency tise. In addition, I have a four-valve
fiX built from circuits published in PttAc'rnCAL WIRELESS.-G. C. A. ZEDY, .6, Norfolk
Park Cottages, Maidenhead, Berks.

..

Good Listening
a long period of forced
SIR,-After
abstemiousness I have at last managed
on a receiver and do a. few listening
honre. The following were heard on 7 mc/s,
all ('W., between 00.01-06.00 B.S.T.
to sib

recently
WI. 2, 3, 4, 5. 8, 9 ; NY1AC ; CM2MG;
PY4FN
K5AY ; CM2DL : K4H5V:
PY2L K.
I oui hoping to get a few real DXers
if cotitlitions hold out O.K. I am a svireless
operator in the R.A.F.. but am hoping to
get remustercd to radio mcch.----T. H.
PLATI:a (Leicester).
:

-

;

Reception
Reversed
Valves
glad to see P. Ryan's remarks in the October issue about.
crystal reception, as I ani particularly
interested in this subject. Incidentally.
the first " Ham " I heard was on a crystal
set. It was a G. on 40 in. about 20 miles
3/6.
Please add postaqe for all mail orders and scnd starnpvi
distant. I recommend P. Ryan to use a
envelope for replies to enquiries.
Our new offices adloin our Works at Battersea. Queens large skeleton coil, sìch as described in
Rd. Sta.. or No. 137 bus route. 20. fare from Sloane
Plt.cTIc.&L WTRELISS a while ago.
Square or Clapham.
Regarding J. Lockhead's query about
PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS
. .
Reversed Valves," it is possible to obtain
reaction with some of these circuits, which
19, BROUGHTON STREET
should help him. The pentocle one will
Queenstown Rd., London, S.W.8 oscillate with normal coil and condenser
(Telep/,oiic
Macauby 2155.) _________________ and only 4 volts H.T. I
I think it would be helpful if readers
sent in details of any new transmissions
they heard, particularly for listeners
whose time is limited. What has happened
to the English broadcasts from Brazzaville
Askfor Leaflet SPNIPRW.
(25 m.) and ZOY (49 m.) at 19.45 and
.

.

ii

l

Crystal

:

Swas

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

RELAYS
LONDEX

P.w." One-valver
is a slioi-t description of my
S1R,11ere
den, which is in the corner of my
bedroom at the front of the house. This
means I have to lise an indoor antenn,
but I hope to erect an outdoor one later on.
The set I am using at present is the
" P.w."
simple one-valver. with a power
valve as a second stage. This is the most
efficient set I have yet built, and it is
féd with an A.C. H.T. unit..
At. present I am making a batteryoperated amplifier.-PuILre Boocis (Mytholmroyd).

Re " Admira! "

RELAY

11th.

I trust B.L.D.L.C. member 6,416 has
not made a mistake when he puts W9GUI
and W9GUY in his log-book.-----F. RAYER
(Longdon).

.A.C./D.C.

All-dry Receiver

reference to the query of
Martin, of Walton-onThames, in your August issue, I would
suggest that the following information
may help him. As the set is an American
A.C./D.C. All-dry, I deduce that it is highly
probable that the circuit employs 1.4v.
filament valves, which are wired in series.
Now when used on A.C.!D.C. mains, the
rectifier valve brought into play is probably
a 2526G. octal, which requires 25 volts on
the filament. The line cord drops the required voltage for this valve's filaments only
for reasons given further, but there should
be either a tap off this line cord, or else a
subsidiary series resistor inside the set that
taps off about 110 volts on to the plates
(tied together) of this rectifier (25Z69).
Now the D.C. output of this rectifier
serves two purposes, by way of one
rectifier cathode element supplying L.T.
voltages for the filaments of the 1.4 volt.
valves via a series voltage-dropping resistor between this cathode and the filaments. The other cathode output element
supplies through a further series resistor
the H.T. voltages proper for the set. Therefore, I suggest that when the set is used
on I iO volt D.C. ship's mains, that there
he a check made to ensure that somewhere
a series resistor drops the appropriate
voltage to the filament of the 2526 reetitier ; also the usual potential on the rectifiet
plates (tied together) is i 10 volts in Amencan circuits. The D.C. voltage feeds from
the terminals of both cathodes are dropped
the requisite amount by measuring across
the 1.4 volt ifiaments of the set valves.
Also across the H.T. potential terminals of
these valves.
Hoping these suggestions may help
Mr. Martin.-R. SEELTON (Leyt.onstone).

SIR,-With
Mr. Lewis J.

A New

Vest-pocket Book

WIRES AND
WIRE
CAUCES
By
Camm
F. J.

19.15 respectively?

LIMITED

ANERLE! WORXS, 207 Anerley Rd..
London, LElO. l'lese : SyDeaham t25519.

"i

or

3 16

/9 by post from George

Newnes,

Ltd.,

Tower House

Southarrtplon Stree.

London,

W.0

Sircsnd,
..
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TRAINING
25 FIRST PLACES and Hundreds of Passes were gained by
T.I.G.B. students at recent exam¿nations for A.M.Inst. G.E.,
A.M.LMech.E., Grad. LE.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., C. & G., etc.
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NEW
G.E.C.

MICROPHONE

a re

for everyone who unes or wishes to understand the
cathode-ray oscillograph. SS. $d. net.

BLtCT1tICAL TIMES says : " Anyone desiring a.
clear understanding of the ca.lhoele-ray oacillograph . .
cannot sto better those purchase th( nsoderateiy-prseed
book. '

SHORTWAVE RADIO
Roper. A comprehensive, practical surve'
ofmodern developments in the use ofshort, ultra-short
and micro-waves, Ib provides a great deal of valuable
data concerning the practical methods of their use in
radio and television transmission. 10e. Sd. net.
Also by

''rite

to-day for " The Engineer's Guide to
Success," containing world's widest choice
of home-study engineering courses-Wireless, Television, Electrical, Mechanical,

Aeronautical, Automobile, Building,
Civil, Chemical, Gas, etc., and which
alone gives the Regulations governing
admission to the Recognised Engineering Institutions. Mention branch, post
or qualification that interests you. The
T.I.G.B. Guarantees
training until Successful for the one fee.
The

Technological Institute
Great Britain,
211, Tempie Bar
01

<N'

House, London, E.C.4.
Forn,ded 5917.

20,000 Suceessesj

JOINING UP?
These books wIl belo to prepare you for
specialised radio jobs in all branches of the
Services.

RADIO ENGINEER'S
VEST-POCKET BOOK
By F. J. CAMM. Covtans iv easdy consaltabte
forni nearly every fact, figure, and formulae
which service engineers, students, circuit
designers. radio-operators, transmitters, constructors and manufacturers require.
3(6 nec (By post 319)

RADIO TRAINING MANUAL
FOR THE SERVICES AND THE
TRADE
Edited by F. J. CAMM. Deals with Radio as a
career (including Radio in the Fortes, Production
Servicing, Laboratory, etc.), an Outline of
Prospects, Electrical Units Explained, Radio
Formulae Simplified. Principles of Receiver
Design. a Guide to Servicing, etc.
6)- net (By post 616)

MASTERING MORSE
For all who need an expert knowledge of the
Morse code.
This handbook, written with
special regard for service requirements by an
will enable even the
expert,
acknowledged
beginner rapidly to become proficient in sending
n
and receiving messages
Morse.
l/- net (By post II?)

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL
Chapters ori Choice
and Types of Instruments, Fault Tracing
Without Instruments, Measuring Resistance,
Trimming and Aligning Receivers, Testing
Vaines, Distortion, Interference, etc.
816 net (By post 91.)
By F. 1. CAMM. 5th Ldition.

Of all Boaksellers, or by post frein GEORGE NEWNES.
LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street,
London. W.C.2.

II *'u'AI

TOO

General Electric Co., Ltd., have
recently introduced a new microphone designed for message.broadeast CATHODE-RAY
OSCIL.L.OGRAPHS
centres, announcing Systems, etc. It is an
By J. H. Reyner, B.Se., A.C.GJ., etc. A guide to the
instrument of the moving-coil t'pe mounted practical
application of cathode-ray tubes to the
examination of oscillations or wave-forms and to
numerous other purposes. It la a most valuable book
T11E

oli'
ENGINEERS,
STUDENTS'
QUAItTEItLY JOUENAL says : " One of the fineul

ENSTITTJTE

treatises avoUable."

THE SUPERHETERODYNE
RECEIVER
Th

new G.E.C. moving-coil microphone in a
sloping cabinet.

By Alfred T. Wilts, A.M.I.E.E. Thin le au esnential
book for all who are interested in modem radio. It
is a practical and handy guide to superhets and tells
you all about their working, construction and maintenance. An excellent book for radio mechanics serving
with the Forces, Fifth Edition. 51. net.

a hardwood desk pattern cabinet
measuring 6in. high, 51m. wide and with WIRELESS WORLD says ° Rensarkably up-to-date.
a base depth of 4in., and is fitted with a
double.pole key and an internal terminal
RADIO UPKEEP AND REPAIRS
strip for connection purposes.
FOR AMATEURS
Since the microphone coil is of low Another book by With. Itere is an extremely u0eful
impedance (15 ohms) a relatively long book which enables the average radio owner to diagnose
transmission line may be used between the the ordinary troubles of a wireless set and to remedy
control and amplifier without deleterious them for himself. Fifth Edition. Cs. SI. net.
effect on the frequency response and with a ENGINEER says : " It i an excellent guide to fault. . . if carries the reader beyond maintenance
minimum of noise pick-up. The sensitivity finding, but iassprm'esnent&'l
is 65 decibels below i volt R.M.S. at 1,000 ¿sito actual
in

:

cycles.
It is to be noted that where announcing
systems require remote switching for
control of the amplifier, or the remote selection of speech lines, a switchbox,of similar

design and appearance to the standard
2282 model can be supplied to order.
This embodies additional control keys and
signalling lamps according to indivi1ual
requirements.

B.

INTRODUCING RADIO RECEIVER
SERVICING
By E. M. Squire. One ofthe best books on the subject.
It is handy anti concise, and gives readers a sound
knowledge of' receiver operation and equipment

without unnecessary theoretical frills. 61. net.

A well-known radio expert says : ' Of alt the books
on eers'fcing, title is undoubtedly the best.'t

FIRST COURSE IN WIRELESS

A.

3e 9QI7I712S

Technical Journal says : " An excellent introduction
to snore technical books on the subject.

RADIO RECEIVER CIRCUITS
HANDBOOK

Problem No. 425
y11 Lr( IN sought a n eliminator for nupplyiiìg
VV
IST. to his 5.0.3 reteiver, but found that
ik was not PrOVIted with an S.G. screen tapping.
What method should be adopted for supplying
the screen P Three books will be awarded for

By " DecibI." A handy guide to wireless for beginners.
Explains the fnndamental principles of
wireless and gives a step by step description of the
theory and working of wireless receivers. 5$. net.

By E. M. Squire. A useful guide to circuits for practIcal
radio men and amateurs. With more than 40 diagrams.
¡
i

the first. three correct solutions opened. Enteles
must be addressed to The EUtor. Pit&cTiei
WIRELESS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Rouse, ¡
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Envelopes moat be marked Problem No. 42 i
ill the t.op left-hand corner, and be posted to
reach thin office not later than the first pout
on Monday, October 13th. 1941.

Solution to Problem No. 424
G. aia) 6.11. terminals of the LI". transformer should
be connected to the grid terminals uf the push-pull
valvas. Two 2.O,OOO ohms resistances should bei
obtained, one being connected to the G terminal
and the other to the G.B. terminal. The free ends of
the two reuiet&iiees should then be joined together

GB.- lead.
The following three readers successftflly solved
S'robleni No. 423 and books have accordingly l*en
forwarded to them : 5. R. Brown, 2, WIndsor Terrace,
Windsor Bridge, Salford, Lance ; SC. Cook, 159, Tise
Hafehreaks, Watford, Herts L A. C. Sinns, :13G,
1'v'er Esige Tasse, Boltiin, I,assCs.

4e. 6d.

net.

WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL TRADER says:
Containg a vast amount of ¿sp-to.dale infarnaalion-'a
l'erg useful rrferesce took."

MODERN RADIO

COMMUNICATION
By J. H. Reyner. A particularly valuable introduo
tion for prospective recruits for Signals branches of t14
Services. Deals with every point and explains funda'
mentais in the clearest possible manner. There is no
moro popular or successful book. 2 voIs. 7e. Sd. net
each.
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Check up operating voltages and anode current. 01
each valve, and make quite sure coil connections are

I

R

(T uric
I\.J

tL'../

I

correct.

Having recently baut the SW.

that when

Four,

I

noticed

I went to plug the 'phones ints the panel
happened to touch the metal parts of the 'phones
and the panel, and had a shock. I have gone all over
tIse wiring and there does not seem to be anything
wrong.
I
have tried experimenting with differenl
connections to the 'phone panel, but it makes no
difference. lt is just the same with the set switched off.
', The HF. gain control does not seem to make any
difference to the reception at all, na matter what position
I

Rattling of Transformer Laminations
"

would be glad of your assistance with two
problems : a) My family 5-valve AC. superhet receiver
is sensitive to variations in mains pressure. At certain
times of day, mains voltage rises and causes rattling
of laminations in the mains transformer and there seems
to be no effective way of eliminating the annoyance by
tighteningthetransformer. To make listening bearable
I have taken the mains lead from 230-volt to 250-volt
tapping. The trouble is thereby avoided at a slight
reduction of volume ; however, will you please inform
me whether such action will ultimately have a detrimental effect by possibly under-running the valves?
If the valves will suffer, is it practicable to make some
sort of compromise by continuing to use the appropriate
230-volt tapping, and employing a variable resistor to
just reduce the input sufficiently to keep the set working
below the overload point ? Would you please indicate
the particulars of the resistor needed 7
" b) My experimental ' AC. D.C. 5-valve superhet
receiver is not behaving normally. Using a good
outside aerial, the set produces oscillation whistles on
all short and medium wave stations. Using a very
short (5ft.) indoor aerial it behaves more reasonably.
On long waves on either aerial can satisfactory receplion be obtained --there is a background of what sounds
like medium-wave transmissions, and no long-wave
station cernes in well. Reception generally is on the
,
thin ' side as regards quality -even on the loud
I would be pleased it you could
B.B.C. transmissions.
indicate any adjustments calculated to improve matters.
Being an A.C.D.C. set, there is no provision for earthing
Would
the chassis. I am at present working on A.0
it be permissible to earth the chassis via a 4 mId.
Anderson
Dewsbury).
E.
condenser ? "-G.
USIft tise higher tasiiig on the tratisformer will
not have any detrimental effect, but we would
rather suggest that careful attention be given to the
mains transformer, as lt Is usually possible to clamp
laminations sufficieisly tight to prevent the trouble
it isisot possible, owing to limitations
nsentloned.
of the ttghtenisig clamps, to exert greater pressure on
the laminations, a cure can often be obtained by
loosening clamps, inserting a suitable thickness of
tin or other metal plate, and then tightening again.
The trouble with the set appears to be due to faulty
alignment of the tuned clrcutts, especially the IF.
transforissers, and the lack of pre-detector selectivity.
Au earth connection could be obtained via a 500 V.
test 0.1 isifd. condenser.
I

the mains transformer I bave has not tapped windings,
will it answer the same purpose if I take one side to
The valves
, or must I have lt centre-tapped 7
B

indirectly heated."-D. Daw. (Bristol).
American designers adopt the method you
ineistiois, but we do ¡sot advise the sonnection of
one skie of the heater to the common negative-earth
line. It is far btter to use a transformer having a
centre-tapped heater winding, the tall--in the case of
indirectly heated valves-being connected to tue
common negative side of the circuit. Failing this
a " humdinger," which is a small potentiometer
having a valve of 30 ohms, raes be connected across
the boater winding and its nioving arm connected
to the negative line. A sujtable roniponent can be
obtaiused from Messrs. Bulgin & Co., or Prender Radio.
are

Building a Superhet
"

with the circuit diagram Fig. 3 in the article mentioned?''
-J. R. Elcock Edgbaston.
TH l sat iclail or\ ol,erat ion of your suggested layout
will depend on the Colverts tuning unit enuiuloyed.
As we are without complete details of tisis, we
cannot say whether it embodied a special oscillator

RULES
We wIsh to draw' the reader's attention to the
fsct that the Queries Service le intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles aparing
In our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot tor obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our conteni-

poraries.

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to queriets.
A stamped, addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are eent to us should bear
the name and address Of the sender.
Requesto for blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.

Converting an Eliminator
,'

am proposing altering a D.C. HT. eliminator for
The unit concerned consists of a
AC. mains.
choke, with suitable condensers, and a lamp as
resistance. The output was stated to be i 00 volts
210 ma. un a 250-volt D.C. mains, and worked satisI

use on

facto rily.
'. Could you please advise me what suitable type of
rectifier would be required, also what the output of
the mains transformer should be 7 The mains here
is 252-23a A.C." -Edwin C. Deavin ( Wilmington L
do Lot state vlsat output von require lrs,ni the
mauls unit, therefore It is rather diffirult for us
to specify aisy particular rectifier. We would suggest,
however, that you use one of the Westinghouse metal
rectifiers. Their model }I.T.16 is capable of supplying
4O volts D.C. at 200 milliamps when used in a voltagedoubler circuit, nd we think that this would suit the
unit mentioned, that is, 1f you still require stiels a

You

.

1f It does not, tison the circuit will not tue ststisfactory owing to the fact that you will not be ahite to
coil.

obtain the desired frequency (litferenee (I.e. IF.)
betss'eeiu oscillator and first detector. The Telsen
coils would have to ho tuned to, say, the bottom
end of their long-save section.
.

H.T. Voltage

Transformer Details

"-A. Arnold (Wisboro' Gresn.
V. supply available is itot sssftteieuut for
satisfactory operation of the set sud. owing to
the fact that the supply' is D.C., lt is not iossilule to
use a simple transformer arrangement to doublc Its
voltage.
Tise most satisfactory' method would be to lise a
..
rotary traissforisser,' huit uts these are rather costly
it would hardly he an economical proposition. You
y using
coisid sise a ' Vibrator '' typs' ('I Il .1. uLulI
(i volts of the suu'ly.

'

TI

l

..

ti

Tra neformer Tappings for Hess ters
.. Could you enlighten me regarding heaters of mains
receivers ? Far example, the majority of circuits I
have noticed have centre-tapped filaments on the power

transformer while others are similar to battery receivers,
and E. As
and hase one side of heater taken tu B

at all under 20 metres.
', On the loudspeaker, reception has been very good and
clear only Europeans so fari, with the volume turned up
as tar as it will go. Weuld you suggest that I stripped
the set and wired it up again ?"---D. O. Davies (Dudleyl.

Iyou touched oise ofthe terminale on the earpiecee
ofthe 'phones, and themetal panel, a slight shOck
would be felt, owIng to the panel being at meg. potential
and the 'phoneepovltive. Some fault must exist in the
14F. grid coil connections, the volume control or the
blas supply. Cheek up all these items and their aesoelated wiring. We donot tlsiitk it is usecessary for you
to rebuild the set . First test each section and you will
soon eliminate any Initial snags.
.

s.w.
i'

Adaptor

straight short-wave adaptor coupled on
to my large A.C. set, and I find that oscillation fades
out below 19 metres. I ute an HF. choke for sending its
output through a .001 condenser into the aerial of tIse
act. Can you please advise 7 Also, is it possible is use
a microphone with the old-type spark transmitters ? ''
A. Capstick IGlasgowi.
I have a

-F.

WE would advise a smaller coupling condensei
0.007 mfula. is rather large alid we think 0.0001
nsfdn. would be more satisfactory. The loss of oscillation below 10 metres is quite possibly dite to yossr aerial.

If you have not already itmerted a variable condenser,
having a capacity of, say, 0.00005 mId. in series
with it, we would suggest that you do so. The I*.}'.

choke and valve eouttd also he responsible.
No, the early type of snark transmitter was tint
suitable for speech modulation.

Photo-electric cell

'. I have the fourth edition at yosr ' Wireleos Conutructor's Encycloptedia," and should be very grateful
if you would let me knew whether I can use the photoelectric cell circuit on page 256 tor the following purpose, or what alterations it anyt you could suggest.
I must first explain that, besides being a
' wireless
fan,' I work in a pathological laboratory, where I de
a certain amount ut calarimetric analysis. Some of the
mettods are csmbersame and not always accurate.
,, My idea is
in order to test the density of a fisid
-tor instance a solutien at acid hRmatin -to proceso!
as follows
,, (1 Rig up the circeit you mention with a very sensitive potentiometer.
,, 21 Place the 00-watt lamp in a boo with a slit, sa
that the phota-electric cell only just reacts and the
circuit is closed. Then place the tube containing the fluid
whose density I wish to ascertain in tront of tIse
slit, thus partially obscuring the light, and a!ter the
resistance in the potentiometer, so that the cell works
again and the circuit is closed. The amount by which
,

:

send 5snr queries So the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
Oeorge Newne. Ltd. Tewen House Sousthampteu Street.
Strand, Loedon, wee. The Ceispua muet be eiuckssd
wiu. every query.

large current output.
The rectifier voltage, could, of course, be reduced t
any voltage(s) by means of suitable series resistance'.
The above firm supply a very interesting booklet,
.,
The All-Metal Way " for a nominal charge of (3d.
givliig circuits, etc., of malus units.

" I wish to make a transformer for my valve tester
giving out voltage via 2, 4, 6, 13, and 30 volts tapping.
My AC. mains is 240 volts. Could you tell me the
gauge of wire and number of turns tor same ? t have
If you
the book Coils, Chokes and Transformers.
could give me the full data for the transformer I would
be glad."-W. J. Prince (Northwood).
1,00k lii question gives all the essential details
I
eoslceriking the ssiisding of transformers. Tise
isiunber of turns required depends ois area (crwv.
sectional) of core forméd by stampings used. A table
Is given in the book and it Is only necessary. once tise
figure lias been selected, to multiply tise voltage
requIred by tlsat figure. For example, if the tnrii
lier volt " le, say, 5, then you would require 30.
30, 6S, and 1iO turns for the voltages mentioned l
you. The gauge ofwire will be governed by the corre
required frons each ss'inding kn ordinary wire gallee
ta 1,ts' vili iVC YOU sueli iiifori,iat lois.

in.
Finally, the reaction control only works on about a
I mean by that is that the set does not go
into oscillation at all unless the reaction is turned all
the way round to the right, and it will not oscillate

tin. What

.

am very interested in the article in ' Practical
Wireless ' for July on Building a Superhet with Ordinary
Components. I want to try using a ' Colsero Coipak
with band-pass to replace the two dual-wave coils au
shown in Fig. 2 in this article, and also a pair of Telsen
draw-core coils ' and a HF. pentodo valve for the
intermediate stage. How will this work compared
I

If

it nis

,

.

I

hase

120 volts
have a 60

V.

a

battery-operated receiver which rejuired

HT., and a tapping of lsvolts, but as I
30 a. storage plant I would like, for various

reasons, to dispense with the
you please suggest a circuit
plant to drive my radio ; as
J.
it does at present?
TH1'

dry HT. battery. Would
for adapting the sierage
well as the lights which

l'sO

,

Faulty Reaction

I

" I recently came across a problem when I was
building a modified version of the ' Fleet ' Short-wave
Two. When I tested the set I tssnd that the reaction
control did not work. I have a .0001 fixed condenser
between anode and earth, and a .0005 reaction condenser,
and Premier 4-pin coils. I also enclose the layout.
Could you please inform me where the fault lies P
E. M. Bradley (Weotward Hoi.
examine tite reactiois
WE w esIti advise you t
circuit to snake sure tust no short circuit exists.
For example, if a metal panel is used, and if the fixed
Vanes of the condeisser art' 000Tsected to anode aiuti
moving 'anes to reaction winding, the R.F. eurresuts
could he eartheul 'ia tise condenser spindle and patiel.

the resistance has to he increased to make the relay
work should then be proportional to the degree os
opacity of the fluid obscuring the light, i.e., to the density
of the fluid.' ' -- Noel Alder Paignton).

yOUR scheine appears to

I

be quite

workable,

althossgls you will find it necessary to concentrate
the experisnental details of it..
Vois seek to measure what you terni tIse " detasity'"
of a fluid. By this we think you isseuti the opacity ut
the fichu, ttöt its actual deitsity lis terstis of sssnss or
seight.

oit

We cati see no reasotu why your scheisse should not be
ssiecessfusl, but we think that you will steed a red/lisfra.
resi vettaitive photo-cell of stssall dlmestsioiss. Ssu'h ait
artk'le cait lue obtained Irons the Cieiìeral Electric
Conspaisy, \Vensbley, or, alternatively, you might

obtain Óue from Messrs. Electradix Radios, Ltd.

Whest iisquiring, you should be careful to state tite
exact purpose for snitch you require the photo-cell.
The photo-cell circuit givesi in the " Wireless Cosistrutctor's Esucyclopwdia" will ssot ssslilce for your purpose. 'l'ho exact. ctrcuit necessary is dependent upon
the type of photo-cell employed, and the suppliers öl
the Islioto-ceul vill give you all the necessary issforistafinn resl)eeting such a circuit.

We wotilul suggest that you elsould use a 100-walt.
lamp as the Illuminant lustrait of a 00-watt html.
since. its tisis case, the response of' tite photo-cell would
be titorc satisfactory, arid the stiargin oferror would lus
less.

u'

TThe coupon on page 56 must be
attached to every query.

¡
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Date of

No.

of

boue. IßtepthtL

CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, Sd. each.
1937 Cryotal Receiver
The " JuWor " Crystal Set

P71

-

PW94

27.8.38

.

Batt*ry Sits

SUPERHETS.
Blueprinta, la. each.

:

£5 Superhet (Three.valve)

.

.

Comm's 2-valve Superhet
Mains Seta Bleeprints, Is. each.
AC. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
Universal £5 Supethet (Three
valve)
F. J. Cainm's AC. Superhet 4
F. J. Camni's Universal £4 SuperF.

J.

.

.

:

.

.

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operatid.
One-valve Blueprints, Is each.
PW3IÂ
All-Wave Unipeiì (Peiitode)
PW85
19.2.38
Rogntiers' One-valver
The Pyramid One-vtdver (Ui'
PW93
27.8.38
Peu)
-

....
........

:

.

'

Two-valve Blueprint, le.
The Signet Two (I) & LF)

-

Thrse-vava Bluqrlata, la. ach.
Seletone Battery Three (D, 2 L

24.9.38

PW7O

:

........
Shilling Three (D.

('Fralio))

Sixty
(RC k Tialia))
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
Summit 'l'hree (UF Pen, D, Feu)
MI Pe,itode Three (HF l'en, D
(Pen), Peu)
.......
Rail-Mark Three (St, D, Pow)
Hall-Mark tadet (D, LF, Pen (RC))
F. J. Comm's Sliver Souvenir (11F
Peu, D (Peu), Pen) (Alt-Wave
Thiee)
Cameo MiJget Three (D, 2 LP
(Uraos))
1016 Sonotone Three-Four
Pen, HF Peu, Weatector, Pen)
Batt.e' All-Wave Three (D. 2 LP

......
.

.

.

-------........
(F
(RC))
........
The Monitor (HF Pen, D. Pen)
.

.

Tjtor Three (RF Peu. D, Pen)
c'ntaur Three (SG, D, P)
F. J. Camin'e Record All-Wave
..
Three(R1'Pen,D,Pen)
The
The

.

The

All-Wave Three (D.

'

2 LP (RC .t Trans))

. .

.

.

-

PW1O

PW34A
PWS5
PW37

'

'

2

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

. .

Blusprinta, la. each.

:

FuryFour(2S0.D.Pen)

Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LP,
CI. B)

Nucleon

........
Class B Four (SG, D

......

(SG), LP. Cl. Ji)
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)

4 (HF l'en,
......

Battery Hall-Mark

,

.

-

.

.

.

Admiral " Four (UF l'en,
EF Pen, D, Pen (RC)

The

Two-yak. Bluerinh, I a. e*ch.
AC. Twin (D (Pen), l'en)
AC-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)
Selectono AC. Radiogram Two
:

.

.

......

(D, Pow)

Three-valve Blueprints Is. each
Double-Dtode-Trlode Tkree (11F
Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) ....
AC. Three (SG, D, l'en) ....
A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D Pow)
D_c. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Unqne (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen
Armada Maitio Three (UF Pen, D,
(Pen)
F. J. Camnfe AC. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (UF Pen, D, Pen)
,. All-Wave " AC. Three (D, 2
.

.

.

.

.

........

Ll'(RC))

........

AC. 1916 Sonotone (HP Pen, H.P
Pen, Westector, Pen)
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen)
. .

.

......

:

......
.

.

. .

. .

PWSO

PW73

(SO, D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LP (RC and

PWS1

PWG1

PW62
PW64
P\Y69

18.2.39

PW72

-

PWS2

-.

.

......
--------.

:

PW92

,w11

-

-

4

(D, LP, LP

........

PWSOA

PW83
PW68

-

PWOS

3.6.89

P.W77

-

PW86

MISCELLANEOUS.
(1

-

valve)

23.7.38

.

.

. .

-

.

.

-

:

.

.

Blueprinte. la. each.
Melod5 Ranger Two (D, Trans)
Fnll-volarne Two (SG del, Pen)
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ....
A Moderii Two-valver
Two-valve

-

:

.

.

.

Thr,e-vslve Blueprints, la. each.
£5 Sa. SG. 3 (SG, 1), Trans)
Lucerne Ranger (SG. D, Trans)
£5 Sa. Three De Luxe Version
19.5.34
(SG, D, Trane)
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,
Trans)
Transportable Three (SO, D, Pen)
Simple-Tune Three (SG, D, Pen)
Economy Pentode Three (SG, D
:

PW6I

......
........
.

.

.

.

PW8S
PW9O

1,w1S
PW31

PW19
PW32

PW29
PW35C
PW35B
PW3OA

PWIS

........
1934 Standard Three

,, wJ%1."

(SG, D, Pen)
£3 3. Three (SG, D, Trane)
1935 £0 Ss. Battery Three (SG,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

........

D,Pen)
l'TP Three (Pen, D, Pen)

.

.

.

.

PW51
PW5O

PW7O

I'W20

PW3D
PW45
PW47

O. '35

.........

Certainty Three (SG, D, l'en)
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans)

. .

All-Wave Winning Three (SO, D,
Pen)
Four-valve Blueprints, is. Bd. each.
655. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
211F Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Self-contained Four (SG, D, LP,
:

.

.

. .

PWSO

AW427
AW444
AW450

Cl. B)

Lucerne
LP,

-

........ Any. '33
Straight Four (SG, D,

Trans)

£5 5s. BatteryFour (HF,D,
The mR. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,

2 LP) TeS. '35

-

Apr. '38
UF Pen, DlY, Pen)
Five-valve Blueprints, 1$. Cd. sash.
Super-quality Five (2 HF, J), RC,
Trans) .......
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LP,
.

.

.

AWSS7

SU PER H E TS.

Blueprints,
Modern Super Senior

Battiry Sets

-----......

Class B)

11,

AWSSS
AW392
AW426
W 51409

:

Sd.

la.

. .

.

.

AW435

AW437
WM271
WM327
WMIS7

W.M." Rillogram Super A.C.

WM371
WM389
WM393
%VM396

.

.

.

.

WM375
WM395
W11407
WM379

WM359
WM366

-

PORTABLES.
:

........

.........

........

-

.

:

.

.

:

.........
.

------

..

:

.

---------

:

.

.

:

......

.

.

... -

:

:

.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WM400

s:w.

AW370
AW421

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listenet'e 5-watt A.C. Amplifier

one-valve Converter (Price

.........(1/6)
.........Radio Unit (2v.) for WO 392

AW329
WMIS7

Cd.)

WMSSi
WM350
WM381
WM384
WM404

Harris Itlectrogram battery ampuller (1/-)
De Litze Concert AC. Electro-

W11344

.

.

Short-wave Adapter (1f-).
Superhet Converter (1/-)
B.L.D.LC. Short-wave Converter
.

WM388
AW462
.kW455

-

.AW457

May '36
(1f.)
Wilson Tone Master (1g.) ..... June '36
Coa.
The Wil. A.C. Short-wave
.
. .
.
verter (1/.)
.

WMI4O

W11403

.........Trickle Charget(CeI.)
(1/-)

...

.

WM390

gram (li-)
New Style Short-Wave Adapter
.

.

NM392

WM398

(1/-)

. .

W11320

.

-

Four.valve Blueprints, le. Sd each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LP,
AW393
Class B)
Family Portable (HP, D, RC,
AW447
Trane)
Two HF. Portable (2 SO, D,
WMISI
QP21)
\V11367
Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans).
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
0es-valve BIueprh,ta, le. each.
P. W.13,10.38AW429
S.W. One-valver for America
AW4:,t
....
liorna Short-Waver
Two-valve Blueprints, la. each.
Ultra-short Battery Two (SG, det,
WM4OI
Feb. '30
Pen)
AW440
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen)
Three-valve Bluepriats. Is. each.
(D,
3
Short-wave
World-ranger
AW355
RC, Trans)
Experimenter's 5-metre Set (D,
30.6.34
AW438
Trans, Super-regen)
*0390
The Carrier Short-waver (SG, D, P) July '35
Four-yalve Bluaprlata, Is. ad. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
'AW436
(HF, Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Rmpire Short-waver (SG, D, RC,
WM313
Trans)
Standard Four-valver Short-waver
P.W. 22.7 39 W0383
(SG, D, LP, P) ....
Seperhet Blasprint, 1 s. 64.
.W15397
Simplified Short-wave Super
Mains Operatsd.
BlusprIats, le. each,
Two-valve
Two-valve Mains Short-waver (D,
P.W. 13.1.40 AW453
Pen) A.C.
W0380
W.M." Long-wave Converter
Blueprint,
is.
Thres-vaive
WM352
Rmigrator (SG, D, l'en) A.0
Fsur-V*IVe Bleeprint, le. 64.
A.C.
ShortFour-valve
Standard
WMSOI
waver (BG, D, RC, Trans)
'.

WM351
W11354

-

.

WM3SC

each.

......
,..

.

AW412
AW422

-

LP,

W11329

Oct. 35
'Varsity Four
June '35
The Request All-Waver
935 Super Five Battery (Superhet)
M lita Ilveprints. is. each. May '34
Heptode Super Three A.C.

.

:

Class B)
Ntw Class B Five (2 50,

WM4O1

:

:

Pen)

WM374

.

.

.

.

PW46

PW48A

Battery Operated

STRA'GHT SETS.
One-valve Blueprint, Is.
B.B.C. Spensi 011e-valver

AW38

.........
......

.

CRYSTAL SETS.

Blueprinta, 6.1. each.
Four-station Crystal Set
1934 Crystal Set
150-mile Crystal Set

-

:

.

PW34B
PW34C

-

PW91

BI.sylnt, la.

:

AW403
WM286
WM3'J4

Mantovani AC. Three (HF, l'en,
D, Pen)
£15 ISa. 1936 AC. Itaillogram
Jon. '36
(HF, D, Pen)
Feier-vales Blueprints, is. Id. each.
All Metal Four (2 SG. D, l'en)
Harria' Jubilee Radiogram (0F,
Mey '85
Pen T), J.F, F)

'.

.

.

7.1.39

-

.

......

Imp " Portable
(Pen))

-

:

PORTABLES.
Blueprints, 1s. each.

Three-valve
F. J. Camni'e BLP Three-valve
Portable (HF Peit, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)
Four-valve
..

PW38A

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE

PWs9

-

PW88

PW84

PW17

-

-

Three
.

:

......

Rxpertmenter's Short-wave Three
Trane))
The Band-Spread SW.
(11F Pen, 1) (Pen), Pen)

Mains Oeratsd.
Blueprints. le. each.
Two-valve
Consoelectric Two (D, Peu) A.0
Reononsy AC. Two (D, Trans) A.0
Lnicorn A,C'.-l).C. Two (D, Pen)
Three-yalTa BIu.pfi.ta, is. each
Rome Lover's Jew All-Rlectric
Three (SG, D, Tracia) A.C.
.

IIuerlata, is. each.

:

unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept. . George Newnes, Ltd.. Towei' House. Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2

:

eleapriat. le.
S.W. Cobverter-Adapter

PW87

3.9.38

5

PW78

-

.

. .

PW53

PW55

PV

:

.

BlueprInt,, la. each.
AC. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
AU. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
..........
Pen)
A.C. Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push-Pull)
Universal Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push-Pull)
Four-valve

23.12.35

FW49

:

.

.....

:

.

PW44
PW59

Battery Operated.

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
mu.ylnt. le.
One-valve
Simple S.W One-valves-

-

Oefated.

Mains

ê'

.

Ibm-valve

'

.

.

PW41
PW48

D, Push-Pull)
P. 1. Carnina LImit " .4.11-Wave
Four (11F t'en, D, LF. P)
,' Aenie
" All-Wave 4 (lOE Pen, D
12.2.38
(Peñ). 12. Cl B)
-

PWS2

Four-valvi Dou$s.aid.d Blueprint, le, Sd.
Push Button 4, Battery Model
122 10 88
Puoi, Button 4, AC. Mains Model 5

pw

-

Pour-valve

PW4S
PW42

-

.

'

.

'

-

Two-valve Bluapileta. la. each.
..Hidget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
The " Fleet" Short-wave Two
27.8.38
(D (HF Pen), Pen)

Rapide
Straight 3 (D.
LF (RC & Trans)) ....
F. J. Ca,nm's Orsete Alt-Wave
Three (11F', Det, Pen)
1938 Triband All-Wave Three
(11F Pen. D, Pen)
F. J. Comma Sprite" Three
26.3.38
(HF Pen, D, Tet)
The hurricane " AU-Wave Three
(SG, D (Pen), Pen)
..
Camm's " Push-Bu(ton'
F. J.
3.9.38
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)
The

.

PW4O

:

:

. .

-------het4
........
,, Qualitone Universal Four

-

...... 4d.,,,,

Amateur Wireless
Wil'elessMagazlne
1/4
..
The Index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical lo which the desrefers
to
PRACTICA1
cription appears Thus P.W.
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amo,feur Wireless, W.M. to
Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the oost
of the Blueprint. and the issue (stamps over ed.

.

.

.

. .

. .

-

.

W11405
W11406
.

.

WM403

r-4
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Advertisements

Ctassifìed

ADVERTISEMENTS are iccepted for the* oItitiIìs
at the rate of 2s. ver hite or part 01 a ne Minimum
clmrge 4s. All advertinements must be propaid. Eaeh
paragraph will commence with the first word iii bold
face capitals. Alt communications should be addressod
.

to the Advertisement Manager, " Practical Wireless,"
Tower House, Soithampton Street, London, \V.C.2,

CABINETS
WE regret that, owing to ail our employees having
joined )LM. forces, we are unable to accept orders for
cabinets except to collera. Limited stock only. \Ve
iLavealarge stock ofradio components. TI. I. Smith
'Jet.:
' Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Road, London, \\
Pad. 5891,

W/T OPERATORS

COMPONENTS FOR SALE

1,

.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

-

-

IN THE MERCANTILE MARINE.
Many who would like to become skilled WT Operators
are located too far away from the few schools which they
might attend, whilst others cannot spare the time used
up in travelling to and from classes.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM OF

CODE TRAINING
¡n your own home
The exeellence of Candler Code Courses has accounted
for the success of many thousands of present-day operators. Numerous readers of this iournal are Candler

carried out

LITERATURE, MAPS, etc.
)lritain, 16, Ashridge Gardens, London, N.13.

WEBB'S Itadlo Map ofthe World. Locates any station
heard. Size 4O by 3O, 4/6, post Od. On linen, 10/5,
post Sd. WEBB'S Radio Glohc-12 model. Radio
prefixes, zommes, etc., 27/8.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho
Street, London, W.1. 'Phone OEE1trard 2089.
:

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN invites all
keen amateurs to join. Itemluced war-time subscrip.
t-ions. Send is. for current issue ' T. k it. Eulletlim
and detalls.-16, Ashridge Gardens, London, N.13.

THE SPOT -FOR KEEN BARGAINS.

MORE MONEY-SAVING BARGAINS FROM THE
CABIN. SUPPLIES ARE GETTING DIFFICULT. LAY
IN A FEW SPARES WHILE THE GOING'S GOOD.
LINCOLN STEWART Aerial Eliminator. Cut omit

trained.

these extracts fmom o letter sent in by a
Candler student on August 16th, 1941
,, had no knowledge of Morse before taking the Candler
Course . . . . have a perfect 100% receiving speed of27
W.p.m. code. 29.4 plain language, figure speeds 19 groups
per min. (5 figs. per group) and 24 groups per min. short
numerals . . . . have a knowledge of 67 different Q
signals and nearly all the abbreviated signals listed in
your Course.
ugby Presa comes is like reading a book
. . . .
have secured a Government post as a Telegraphist,

imiterferenee an17 improve reception, 1/6 each.
SWITCHES. A Site lino of 2-way 12-point rotary

I

I

switches,

I

thanks to the Candler System."

Ref. No. 3171, R. G. S.
sriginat of this and other similar letters from
Candler students may be inspected at the London 0171cc.
Time

COURSES FOR BEGINNERS & OPERATORS
The JUNIOR Scientific Code Course is a complete
course for beginners. It teaches all the necessary code
fundamentals scientifically.

FULL range of Tramiemitting Keys, practice sets and
other equipment for Morse training-Webb's Radio,
I 4, Soho Street, London, Wi. 'Phone : QERrard 2089.

Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly Payment terms.
If you desire to become a skilled W/T Operator, send for
a copy of the Candler " Book 0f Fatto."

MORSE TRAINING

('ammdler
tel5

messages.

and Operators-Write :

PO N

C O U

Please send me a Free Copy of Candler

I

Time

NAME

Candler System Co.

" Boøk ofFacts."

............................................................
j

(LO), 121, Kingsway, London, V.C.2.

ADDRESS

3,000 Speakers, P.M. and energised, 4m. to 14m.,
imìcmmding several Epoch l8in.-Stnclair Speakers, 12,

Pembroke Street, Copenhagen Street,

Nl.

I

Post Coupon in Id. unsealed envelope to London Manager

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(Room 5L.O.). 12I, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

I
I

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

I

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS
ARMY

UNITS

TAYLOR

EmoIum.nts.-Pay SS. Od. per day (7 days a week).
Clothing, rations and accommodation or, if this
cannot he provided, allowances at authorised rates.
1f married and otherwise eligible family allowance
payable in respect of wife and children, subject to
allotment from pay.
Candidates should preferably be under 35 and over

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

24

UNIVERSAL

and-

(a) Hold one of the following qualifications:

Graduateship of the Institute of Electrical
Engineers.
Final (Grade HI) Certificate of City and Guilda
of London Institute Examination in Radio Cornmnunieation.

EKCO Twimi HF, Mains Filters, 1/6 each.
SUNDRY ITEMS. Newltneecollectedfcom all soucces
to be cleared at very low prices:MAINS CHOKES. Big qusntity available, 00 ma..
350 ohms, 2/- each.
EKCO maltas dropping resistances. Total resistance
700 ohms. with 3 tappinga, 2/8 each.
PUSH-PULL Switches. 2-pt., 3d. each, 2/6 dozesi.
LOW-LOSS Coil mounts, 2-pin, 3d. each, 2/S dozen.
CRYSTAL and catesthieker in tin box. New stm-k
-

The full range of Taylor BrItish made, precision built

instruments are described In detail in Brochure "
Free on request.
METERS

-

VALVE TESTERS

-

SIGNAL

GENERATORS-AND THE TAYLOR OSCILLOSCOPE.
Electrical jntruments, Ltd.,
419422, Moutn'ose Avenue,
SLOUGH. BUCKS.

T AYLOR

-

Higher National Certificate in Electrical
Engineering.
Certificate of CIty and Guilda of London
Institute in Radio Service Work.
OR
(b) Be able to pass an examination on the following
syllabus
Simple algebra, Including quam1rtic equations;
simple trigonometrical ratios ami identities;

-

ORDERS WITH EVERY CONFIDENCE.
SEND YOUR
', THE
CABIN " KEEPS GOING
Postage must be included with all orderu.
Regret cannot accept COD. orders.
FRED'S RADIO CABIN FOR BARGAINS,
'Phone : Rodney 2180.
75, Newington Butts, S.E.11.
Neme

ALL ADVERTISED LINES
ARE STILL AVAILABLE

:

See

vectors.
Properties of electrical currents ; heating of
conductors ; magnetic fields ; unit of current;
Ohm's Law ; resistance in series and parallel;
potentiometers.
Magnetic elfect of current ; fields due to parallel
wires ; field due to a solenoid ; electro-magnets.
Meters.
Induction ; efiect of rotating a coil in a magnetic

last

month's

issue.

RADIO CLEARANCE LTD.
95,

High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

buie/i

I

7.

Hamilton

North

Cheammi,

l'asie, LoI

M'si,

&mrrep.

GEE
GEE
GEE
GEE
GEE
15, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, W.C.2.
THE HOUSE FOR FIRST QUALITY COMPONENTS
AT LOW, COMPETITIVE PRICES.
AMERICAN AND B.V.A. VALVES. These are getting
very short. We have niany types available. Send us
your lists for a notation.
Now available, at
SPEAKER TRA SFORMERS.
GEE

each. Perfect condition.
Very best quality resineore solder, 50 per
cent. tin, 12 auge, ed. a length.
T.C.0
1 mfd.,
tubular, 850v.
CONDENSER .
3/6

.,.

Mutual and self induction and Inductance;
effect of inductance on growth and delay of

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
:

-

ti

SOLDER.

field.

Capacity ; charging storage and discharge of
condensers ; through resistance and inductance.
Alternating currents ; vector diagrams ; effect
of resistance variation ; effects of L and C in A.C.
cizcqit ; phase difference of currents ; resonance um
(Continued at lop ofcolusnn 3.)

each. TsefuJ to experimenters.

per set.
TWIN Binocular H.F. Chokes, brand new, to clear
at Gd. each, 5/. doz.
MICROPHONE Insert buttons. Few only to clear ai
2/S each.
FUSE and voltage regulator panel. Ebonite on metal
bracket, Cd. each.
CHASSIS Stock of metal chassis from fansomis mcmiiiinclude two 7-pin and tom-o
facturer. Sire 8' x 12' x
3-pin valveholders, AB., L.a., and Gram. sockets,
2/6 each.
VOLUME Controls. Further stocks now available,
.5 megohin, 2/- each.
S.M. DRIVES. Brand New Ormond, in original
boxes. Complete with knob, escutcheon plate und
pilot bulb-holder. Standard spindle, 1/9 each.
SPEAKER GRILLES. Very attractive, will improve
appearance of any net. 7" x Ij" Chromium ilatcil
Cheap, to clear. l's enel.

-

current.

Sd.

PERMANENT Lucerne Crystal detectors, very good
me, us each. Replacement crystals available al 1;-

2'

WIRELESS TECHNICAL INSTRUCTORS REQUI RED
IN

1/- doe,

iower price of

.........................................................
I

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

Gd. each.
Bargain line of' ti.jmirr coils, complet e with
circuit, to be cleared at 2/- each.
WANDER PLUGS, black only, cheap at bd. doren.
l.F. COILS. Sets of .3 Ekco I.F. coils fully screened,
perfect condition, 2/6 aet.
MORSE KEYS. New line of high-class morse keys.
Ideal for practice. On oak base with adjustable
sprung. Just the jot) for R.A.F. and Army students.
Low price of 3/6 each.
PLESSY 8-gang .0005 mfd. Superhet screened variable condenser, Min. long, 3hs. wide. A really Omarvellous line at the ridiculous price of 1/3 each.
Parcel of 5 groas to
VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
olear, solid job, first-class condition, 2-gang, .0011i
each.
nifd., Sd.
TRIMMERS. Brand new on ceramic base, 50 m.mfsl.,
also 251) m.mnfd., 3d. each, 2/9 dozen.
TRIMMERS. New 200 m.mfd. on Frequentite ceramic
base. A beautiful line, 4d. each.
COlI. FORMERS. Cardboard lin. diam, To clear st

COI LS.

MORSE EQUIPMENT

' Book of Facts," tells you all about
System of Code training. Courses for Begin-

Q

-

The ADVANCED and High-Speed Telegraphing
Course is for operators who want co increase their
w.p.m. speed and improve their technique.
The TELEGRAPH Touch-Typewriting Course is a
special Course for telegraphists who want to become
expert in the use of the typewriter for recording

FREE.

C;

.

FRED'S RADIO CABIN
75, Newington Butts, S.E.11. 'Phone : Rodney 2180.

I

AMATEUR Radio Hanclboolc. Second edition now
on sale. 328 pages, price 4s.-Raelio.Society of Great

I

;

r-

British, A menean, any
Sinclair Speakers, 12,
onice, moderate prices.
Pembroke Street, Copenhagen Street, Nl.
LOUDSPEAK ER repairs,

:

lìlemoentary kiìowldrze of valves ; simple theory
of asnlmlifiers oscillators nOmi detectors general
principles of radio Is actice.
Suitable Candidates will Ise interviewed at local
centres, amid, ifsueceasful, mviii be enlisted and appointed
Acting Sergeant Tradesniemi. For thode who are on the
SclseduleofReserved Oecupatiomiv.speeial arrangemeists
still be mmmdc to enable thetis to be enlisted . Iii tIme event
of slog appticaitt fomsiid to be reserved 1111(1er Schedule
of Reserved Oecupation; sisecial application will be
inadn for relaxatioim of the Schedule. No guarantee
can be given that this application will be auccesaftil.
Application Forms may be obtained by post card
from time Under Secretary of State, The War Office
(A.G.Gc), Whitehall, S.\V.1.

ARMY-NAVY-AIR FORCE-AND

is

A. C. ELIMINATORS, as new, 30/-. Wo pay carriaoe.
Yewcrcmft Avenue, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
Bunton,

factor.

are urgently required in practically
every branch ot the Services-

.

(Continued from column L)
latille clicilit of L and

a series circuit

!

COUPON
available until Novem5er ist,
This coupon

is
1941, and misst aecompans' all Queries and flints.
! PRACTICAL WIRELESS, November, 1941.

working, 7/6 doz.
VALVE-HOLDERS. 4-pin, 5-pin, 7-pin, 8-pin (oct al)
and 9-pin chassi8 type, Sd. each, 5/- doz., or 50/gross, assort-ed,
splendid line. 1/6
SWITCHES. Q.M.B. 3 amp.
each, 16/. doz.
FUSES. I amp. 2/- doz., 20/- gross.
.2 amp., suit-able for LIsse,,.
MAINS DROPPERS.
Pye, etc. Brand new, 3/9 each.
i, T AMPEl) ENTE LOPE enmist accompanY n Il enquiries.
GEE ELECTRIC. 15, LITTLE NEWPOI'.T ST., W.C.2.
;

,.
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
ENGLAND'S GREATEST BUYERS OF SURPLUS
STOCKS
RADIO
AND
ELECTRICAL GEAR.
ASSEMBLED FROM GOVERNMENT, G.P.O., ARMY,
R.A.F. AND PROMINENT RADIO AND TELEVISION
PRICES ARE RISING, BUT
MANUFACTURERS.
ALL FREE OF PURCHASE TAX.
VALVES are iii short supply. Sok of Miitiard
,rsP 4's and ffTR2's to be cleared at 15/- each. First
corne, first served.
TELEVISIOJI dioIe valves. Surp1ti quantity to clear
at, low
Unnee(l Mullard Type F1450, midget
type, size 6) mm. 1 mm. overall. 6.3 V. heater at
adh.
.15 amp., 1O
CONDENSERS.-$pecial offer of metal cased paper
condensers, 300 y. working. Made by big and well
known government -contractor. All brami new and
i rnfd. X i mid., 1/9; 1 mfd.,
unused. 2 infd.,
1/.. : .5, .25 and .1 mfd., 8d.
TUBULAR condeners, paper type 186. .5 mfd. 450 y.
D.C. working, to clear, 5/6 doz.
RESISTORS, lo watt, 100 ohio vitreous enamelled
mains resistors, 1/3 -each.
EX-BAIRD. Wax impregnated cardboard panels,
lOin. X 6m., 1/3 (IOZ. Short-wave coil 7.2:1 metres
mounted on ceramic trimmer, 1/- each. A big range
of volume controls, i ohm, 200 ohne, 600 ohm, 1,000
ohm, 5,000 ohm, all values 2/6 each. All above items

l;

.

are high quality television components, new and
unused.
FLEXIBLE DRIVES. Wellmade, shielded cable drives
for remote control. Ideal for radiograinophones.
Approx. 2' long. To clear, 4f- each.
Resistance
COUNTERS.
ELECTRa-MAGNETIC

500 ohms. Counting from l-12,999. Size 4V' x 2 x 1+".
Rx-GP.O. invaluable for countless purposes, 9/5
each. A smaller type, l-1,Ol)9, size 4j' X 1 X 1?,
5/6. Cannot be repeated, and doubtful if they cari be

purchased brand new to-day.

VAI.VEHOLDERS. Belling-Lee special H.F. 5-pin,
chassis mounting in black bakelite, 1/- each, 10/6 doz.
PLESSEY Small block type condensers, tsvo tappings,
.00Of ansi 0.1 infd., 350 y. test, 1/- each, 10/6 doz.
VARIABLE COI4DENSERS. Weilmade heavy 3-gang
superhet condensers. Die cast frames in ftrst class
condition. Low price to clear stock, 2/6 each.
SMALL REVERSIBLE A.C. MOTORS (as used for
motor timing). 25-30 volts AC. Built-in reduction
gear spindle. Speed aont 60 r.p.nr. A first-class
job with hundreds of applications. 8/6.
AUDAK CUTTING HEADS. Heavy duty type. 3-5
olios coil. A really high-class instrument, 17/6.
YAXLEY type ssvitches, 2-way, 1/- 2 bank 3-way, 2/-.
SCREENING shields irs aluminium, 6in. X Sin. x 5in.,
brand iiew arid unused, 2/6 issir.
COILS of wire. Approx. 30 gauge stranded sleeved
wire, in coils weighing l2 oz., 2/-. Aleo scanning
colle, similar gange, 9- oz., 1/6.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Primary 300 ohms D.C.
Secondary .5 olmi D.C. Brand slew, rineirufactiarer's
type, 4/6. Also riese chokes, 30 henry, 150 ohiris,
3/- each.
RESISTANCES. Assorted values and makes, Erre,
T.C'.C. Anserican, etc. Resistances are in short- SUppIy
-get a dozen or so seule y-ou cari. Low price of 1/6
doz.
B.I. CONDENSERS. Block type oil filled in metal
High quality components.
ca.ses vitli fernsirials.
.1 mfd. 1,01)0 y. D.C. test, 2/S each and 0.25 mid.
1,000 y. D.C. test, 2/6 each.
RELAYS. Small relays for operation on 2 V. D.C.
with C-way make arid break switches. Brand new,
many useful applications, 5/- each.
TRIMMERS. '[win trimmers on ceramic base, brand
sew, to clear Sd. each, 5/- doz.
WEGO CONDENSERS. Tubular type, .1 mid., 5,000 V.
working, 5/6 cccli.
COIl. FORMERS. Cardboard and Paxolin. Assorted
dzes, useful for experimenters, 1/6 doz.
CONDENSERS. Metal-cased non-inductive, .5 mfd.,
I nfl. , i ¡9 1 nifd. x 1 suOI., 2/- I snfd., 2/-.
1 /6
METAL Ject-illers, by Standard 'l'elci,honcs. Brand
;

;

l2each.

slew. 11v. 3 aTop.,
MORSE KEYS. Sugar job, on solist wood base.

constructed ideal for practice sets. 8/Leach.

Well

;

VALVEHOLDERS. American 4-pin chussis mounting
type, to clear at 1/6 doz.
ACCUMULATORS. Ediswan 2v. 60 ansi). Brand new,
Callers
X 2k".
in ribbed ebonite eases. Size 8 X
only. 17/6 esu'li.
CHARGE RS. Small trickle chargers, metal rectification.
Input 200/220v. AC. Output 2v. amp. Shockproof.
17/6. Ditto in metal case for wall mounting. 19/6.
1/6; also chromium
SPEAKER Mesh,
ecntcheorss without dial, 1" x 5f", 1/- each.
ADVT.
ON PAGE 47.
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LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, LISLE ST.,
l'lione : (jerrard 2000
LONDON, W.C.2.

4(

l0x9,

COMPONENTS

RECEIVERS AND

RELIANCE RADIO SERVICE

S.E.l1. 'Phone : REL. 1360.
SUPERHET COIL KITS, consisting of tuning-coil
range 200 to 2,000 mBtres, and 3 LP. transformers.
Complete kit, 4/- wIth trimmers. 3-gang condensers
to assit above kit, 2/- each.
TUBULAR Condensers. 12 assorted, 2/-. 1 mid.,
110v. working, 3d. each.
RESISTANCES. Wire end, all values. 12 aasorted,
2/-. Our selection.
MAINS 1HOKES. 00 ma, 350 ohms. Last few to
clear, 2/- each.
VOLT?E EGUI.ATeR and fuse panel. In ebonite;
slice job. Bd. each.
CONDENSERS. Mica tag end, all values, 1 doz.
assorted, ouraeleetion, 2/6.
TUNING COILS. Superhet coils, range 200 to 2,000
metres, on one former. 1/3 each. Large packet of
these sold last mont-li.
CHASSIS. Small ruet-al chassis as used in midget sets,
fitted with 5 Oetal base valve holders and mains
regulator panel. Bargain at 2/6 ench.
DUAL RANGE. Tuning coils, lovely job, but less
screen. 1/- each.
Made of a Ceramic type cornCOIL FORMERS.
Position. Low loss, ideal for short-wave coils. 4d.
each, 3/- dozen. Also a few forniere iii cardboard,
1.' (11am., at 1/. dozen.
ROTARY SWITCHES. 2-way, 12 contacts, very good
foruse in home-made test meter. Sd. each. Aleo a few
2-way 5-contact wavechange switches at Sd. each,
3/- per doz.
LOCKING NUTS. These have been- taken off' various
components, such ris volume controls, switches, etc.,
etc. Don't be aturuped for a nut ; buy a supply now I
1/- per dozen.
BARGAIN PARCELS. These are made up of first-class
surpisis radio components. Coils, tuning condensers,
chokes, corìdetsscrs,, resistances, etc., etc. Each parcel
will also coiitsiii a free gift of one valve. Don't miss
This magnificent parcel
this super opportunity.
only 5/-.
CONDENSERS.-Papsr type metal and bakelite
cased. 1 mid., 50))v. working small stock to clear.
1/.. each, 9/- dozen.
BULB-HOLDERS. To take standard torch bulb on
metal bracket. Ideal for inspections lamp. Sd. each,
5/- dozen.
5-WAY Battery Cords. Excellent stock, only a few
remain to be cleared. First come, first aerved. Gd.
each, 5/- dozens.
Postage must be included with all orders.
Regret cannot accept C.O.D. orders.
All letters should be addressed to
8, Kennington Park Road,

-

;

RELIANCE RADIO SERVICE,
8, Kennington Park Road, S.E.11. 'Phone : REL. 1360.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE OFFER OF
AUTOMATIC Morse Code Senders. Usefnnl to those
learning tine Code. Used in place of ordinary key

Instrument, complete

to operate buzzer, etc.

asseinshle,I, 4/6. DittO, unassembled, 2/9.
MORSE Tapping Ke1s, plated brass, ebonite knob,
oli polished wood base, 1/6, 12/- doz.
CERAMIC Ribbed Coil Formers, 2m. z '1km., 3 for
1/-, 3/6 doz. 1,000 ohio Resistors, Gd. doz., 3/6

gross.

MICROPHONES. Suspended type with transformer
in base, 7/6. l)itto. with heavy base l3ine. high, 12/6.
Standard G.P.O. Microphone Insets (riot birttonns), 2/-,
18/- doz. Microphone Transformers, 100-1 (uncased),

2/-, 18/- doz.
CRYSTALS, boxed with Catswlnisker, Sd., 4/- doz.

Permanent Detector Itelills, 1/-. 1)etectore, glass type,
1/9.
WAVEMASTER S.W. Conde. .0101)5, 3/6 ; .0002, 4/-,
4 sissorted dials. coloured traniesarennt 3-basal, 1/-.
INSTRUMENT WIRE, 2fi s.w.g. DCC., 5/6 lb., 10 lb.

reels 50/-. 32 e.w.g. Enamelled, 2 Ib. reels 10/-. 3001k.
lengths, superior thinned copper stranded, rubber
covered arid braided wires. 7/30, 6/-. 9/30, 6/6.

10/30, 7/6.
KNOBS. Browsi Bakelite, l-iin. dia. /,in. spindle
1/- ne., 10/- gross. Telsen meg. Grid Leaks, 1/- doz.
Unito, 6-way nneclnauical type.
PU H-BUTTON
Each adjustable to any station, I/O. Buzzere, bnskelite
case, 2-6 volt, 2/S.
RELAYS, 6-12v. A.C./D.C., single make, silver contacts, 4/6. Chassis, strong steel tOns. x lin., raised tin.

Aston, Birmingham

fi.

RADIO, New Lorigton, Preston.Tungsram and Arrierican valves. Latest type P.M.
Speakers, with trsrsslornser. Sin. Goodmane, 18/fi
loin. Bola, 22/0. lllectrolytics, 500v. 8 mfd., 2/I);
8+8 rnfd. (4 leads), 4/)) 10+8 mieL, 6/3; 50 mid.
50v., 2/9. Goldring Pick-ups, with volume control,
17/6. Brie and Dubilier l-watt resistors, 6/O doz.
Volume controls with switch, 4/3. Tubrilars. vulve
holders, etc. S.A.E. new listCOULPHONE

;

COMPONENTS

GALPINS ELECTRICAL STORES
E-LEC. LIGHT CHECK METERS, small, late type, good
unakers, lisis conidi) ioic, electrically guaranteed,
200/250 volts 50 cy. ipis. AC. S snip., 10/- ; 10 amp.,
12)6 ; 20 amp., 15/- ; post free.
DC. ELEC. LIGHT CMECK METERS, 200/250 y., 5
and 10 amps., 7/6 post free.
THREE-WAY press buttons switches, fitted paxolin
ternininsal strip, 2f- post free.
AUTO. CHARGING CUT OUT AND VOLTAGE REGULATOER, ex-R.A.F., suit any dynamo sip to 20 y. at
15 amps. fully adjustable, with wiring instructions,
complete iii metal case, 3/6, post Sd.
WIRELESS CHASSIS (bonnnb surplus), containing many
valsnal,le modern components, shortly unobtainable,
late tepe only, satisfaction guaranteed, 7/6 each,
carriage paid.
SOLID BRASS LAMPS fitted small B.C. double contact
holder and 12 volt bulb, price 3/- post free.
110 VOLT D.C. MOTOR, totally enclosed, rated at
8 amps., ball bearing, in new condition, make good
slow-speed dynamo, weight approx. 7llbs., price 45/carriage forward.
FLOODLIGHTS, 52m. dia., multi mirror, margin
reflector in centre, take any bulb, 15/- carriage paid.
ONE DOZEN A.S.S. wire end resistances and tubular
condensers. all guaranteed sound, 2/6 per doz., postfree.
MILLIAMPMETER by " Werton," 2in., fInish fitting,
moving coil, reading O-50 rn/a, 30/- ; arid 0-200 rn/a,
30/-, poet free.
TRANSFORMER, 230v. input ; output 2,000-O-2,000
V. nit 200 rn/a and two L.T.e, price 50f-, carriage forward.
BLOCK CONDENSER, large size, 3. MF., 4,000 V. worklog, 10/-, carriage 2/-.
2 kW Transfornsier, complete with clamps, suitable
for rewinding, 25/- carli
i kW. ditto, 17/-, both
carriage paid.
STEEL CABINETS, suitable for amplifiers, partly
fitted racks, size 40ine. higir, 24mo. wide and lOins.
deej>, ins clean condition, price 30/- each, carriage
;

forward.

DYNAMO for lighting or charging, shunt wound and
interpole, output 110 volts 06 amps., price £20,

carriage forward.

ZENITH VITREOUS Resistances, assorted, useful
sizes, all good, 12/6 per doz., post free.
1,000 YARDS of hard drawn bare 14 G. copper wire
on slrsnrsn, suitable for outdoor telephone use, etc.,
mdcc £3 IOn., carriage forward.
GALPINS ELECTRICAL STORES, 21, WILLIAM
STREET, SLOUGH, BUCKS. Cash or C.O.D.
Teiejlmosìe : Slough 20855.
SOUTHERN Ita(lios Wireless Bargains.

previously advertised still available.
list to be advertised shortly.
Radio, 46, Lisle Street, Londons, W.C.
'Plionse : Gerrard 0053.

Most lines
Bony

Southern

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT
n

H.A.C." Short-wave lteceivers.-Fanniosis for over
Improved one-valve mode) now available.
8 years.
Complete kit precision components, accessories, full
instructions, no soldering, only 10/-, postage Od.
Illustrated catalogue fme.lsnnnnnediate despatch.
A. I.. llacchus, 100, Eartinsgton Road, S.W.8.

TUITION
" RADIOLOCATION."-Students of both sexes trained

for innnportasst war-time Radio Appointnnents. Also for
pence-tinsse careers iii jill branches of ltadlo and TeleVisiou. Boarders accepted. Low inclusive fees. College
Prospectus free.inn ideal peaceful surroundings.
Wireless College, Coiwyn Bay.
PRACTICAL Postal Radio Courses ; coaching for
I.P.JL1l. exams. ; qsnallfyina for R.A.F. arid A.I.D.
poet s ; booklet free-Secretary, I.P.11 E., Bush House,
Walton Avenue, Henley-on-lhnmrnes.

-

MERCURY Switches, rating up ta 280v-5 amp.,
iii adjinstable fixing bracket, 3/6.
fi-12v. A.C./
ELECTRO Magnetic Mechannisnsu.
Energisinig permits 3 mechanical operations,
D.C.

then locks, 7/6.

.' RADIO Bargains." Few brand new 1040/41 models
in suckers' sealed cartons with guarantees, and used
models at reduced prices, also valves. State requiremerits.-" itadio Bargains," 261-3, Liclificid Bocci,

RECEIVERS AND

Insertion of n
COIN-OPERATED Mechanisms.
Ijeliny operates counter O-9959, and electrical eontisct.
Very superior precision-made unit, easily mounted, 1 0/-.
TRANSFORMERS, LT. adjsnstablc tapped input,
200/240v. Output 12v. at 1 annips. High-grade job,
10/6.
CABiNETS. Strong steel, 17m. x 0ir X 7m., cellulosed
grey. Front hinged door, fitted lock. Made for dcctrical equipment, suitable for cinargets, etc. First-class
job, 10/-.
POLAR Compax Var. Cowls. .00075 1/-, 10/- doz.
Felsen .002 fixed condo., 1/9 doz. Fuses, 1 amp. glues
type, 4/- doz. Line Cords, Oft., 3/6.
Orders over 10/- post free. No COD.
1g,

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.,
HARBORNE PARK ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 13.

A Dictionary of Metals
and Their Alloys
Edited by F. J. CAMM.

Thss boo/c 28 a handy and stragk(forward con)pikxtios of salient and useful
fact8 regarding all the known metals. and
nearly a-il the kno-wie commercial alloys.
Chapters are aleo included on polishing,
melal spraying, rustproofing, metal colouring, case-/irzrdening and plating snetals, as
well as nunserous instruclive tables.
Tise book costs Gs,, oi' by post 6s. Gd,,
and is obkzinable from all booksellers or
the publishers:

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower Hou8e, Soutluzmpton Street,
London, W.C.2.
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

November, 1941

THIS IMPORTANT GUIDE
TO SUCCESSFUL
ENGINEERIN G CAREERS
,

After months of intensive effort and research we are pleased
to
announce that the new edtion of our handbook,
"
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES," is now out of the
publishers' hands and ready for free o'istribulion.
Containing 208 pages of practical
guidance, this book is, beyond argument, the
finest and most complete handbook on Successful Engineering Careers ever compiled.
It is a book that should be on the bookshelf
of every person interested in engineering
OBSERVERS
whatever his age, position or experience.
ETC.
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